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7 PRLFACE

In 1976 we conducted a survey of 13 ethnic groups in
the Greater Cleveland area. The information from that study
was passed on to représentatives of each ethnic group as
well as many others interested in ethnic commiunication. A
monograph en itled Ethnic Communication in Cleveland was
co-authored by Leo W. Jeffres, now director of the

Communication Research Center, and K. Kyoon Hur, now an
associate professor at the University of Texas-Austin. Four

years later the research center returned to the same people
to identify changes that have occurred during that period.
This monograph reports the results of that survey and ,

compares it to the 1976 study. We especially hope that the
survey information is useful to ethnic.groups and the ethnic
media--ethnic newspapers, cable TV, and ethnic radio program
directors--that serve them.

The 1980-81 survey would not have been compleLed
without the dedication end persistence of Ms. Mildred
Barnard and Ms. Jean Dobos, both research assistants in the

Communication Research Center during the survey period. A
debt of gratitude is owed both for their diligence across
the many demands made by the survey--tracking down new phone
numbers and addresses. interviewing dozens of
respondents--each for a half hour to an hour, spending
countless hours coding the results of the questionnaire, and
struggling with computer tapes.

The contributions of many other people also are noted.
Mick Latkovich assisted with a wide range of activities and
contacted many producers of ethnic radio programs for
information. Mark Ligas spent many hours assisting with the
coding and data analysis, and Joe Pianecki helped interview
editors of ethnic newspapers. Other interviewers were: Fern
Joseph, Elizabeth Martinko, William Grulich, and Andy
Razgaitis. Several people reviewed portions of the
manuscript or provided4information to confirm ethnic media
listings. We want to thank Miklos Kossanyi of the
Nationality Broadcasting Network, Dr. Edward Gobetz,
director of the Slovenian Research Center of America at Kent
State University, Helen Vorvolakis and'Areta Nadozirny of
the Foreign Language Department of the Cleveland Public
Library, Lucretia Stoica and others from the Nationalities
Services Center. and Dr. Karl Bonutti from the Ethnic
Heritage Studies program at Cleveland State. We also want to
thank the ethnic, radio producers, ethnic newspaper editors,
and others contacted foT their cooperation and assistance.

Unfortunately, names and addresses were not available
for two of the ethnic groups included in the 1976 survey.
However, we do want to extend our appreciation to all those

. who participated in either survey. Only with the
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rebpondents' cooperation can useful information such as this
be provided for the ethnic media and ethnic organizations
that serve Cleveland's diverse heritage groups.

We also want to note again that soae of the support for
the first survey came from a grant awarded by the Cleveland
Foundation. We also acknowledge support by the Department of
Communication at Cleveland State University.

,
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L.W.J.
May, 1982
Cleieland, Ohio
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INTRODUCTION

Cleveland has a long history of ethnic diversity, and

the mixture continues to grow as new ethnic groups appear.

In recent years, Hispanics, Vietnamese, Koreans, Filipinos,

and Indians have joined the Eastern Europeans and other

ethnic communities here. For example, the Cleveland public

schools provided bilingual instruction in Spanish, Arabic,

Vietnamese and Romanian in 1980.
1

Parma reported 20

Arabian students and more than a half-dozen Koreans;

Lakewood enrolled Lebanese, Filipino, Japanese, Asian

Indians and Vietnamese; South-Euclid-Lyndhurst schools

sreported Japanese and,Chinese-Speaking students; and the

Cleveland Heights-University Heights system reported a

cosmopolitan popuLation from Burma, Cambodia, Iran, Korea,

Japan, Russia and Turkey.
2 Thus, ethnicity is likely to

remain an important factor in Cleveland for years qo come.

We need 63 understand how ethnic heriiages continue

beyond the second and third generation, and this monograph

represents a modest attempt to focus on an essenti6l

ingredient in the persistence of ethnicity--communication.

Furthermore, the emerging view of ethnicity and assimilation

sees it not as a one-way process in which people lose their

ethnic ties and culture, but rather as a flexible strategy

for coping with the demands of urban life. With this new
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view, we need to fueus even further oW.the function played

by communication.

How does comnunication affect ethn'icit0

Traditi'onally, we havi; looked at families as th major agent

for socializing children into their ethnic culLure.\possing

on the tradit.ions and values from one generation to t*e

next. Thus, interpersonal cmnnunication between parent4\and

their children would act together with other learning

processes in passing on ethnic culture. There also are

other contexts for comnonication to act in this mannerthe

ethnic church, ethnic orgnnizationa, frjendship networks,

and ethnic neighborhoods. in addition to intepersonai

comnonication, both newcuita-rs and Cho established are linked

to their heritage by the ethnic nass mediaethnic

npwspapers. magazines and books, ethnic radio programs, and,

today, ethnic television programs aired.over cable systems.

Comnunieation, act8 as a ne.twork linking ethnics

together and including newcomers in what becomes a learning

process. For the older ethnic. this,becomes a reinforcing

process which supports existing ethnie patterns. Thuae

individuals who ore more tightly integrated into ethnic

rommunicet?on networks would, thua, maintain their ethnic

identification and patterns of behavior moro than those

poorly integrated or isolated.

However, ns noted above, today ethnioity is

increasingly viewed a.; a heritage whose persistence need not

dppend on a steady enavtment. 'Instead, those who hove

disengaged from thoir tho oJekground. tor whatever
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reason, may find it personally involving and advantageous LO

reaffirm the ethnic culture. For those people, then, the

part played by comaonication would likely vary. If there is

an origin to the revival of one's ethnic ties, it may be

internal to the individual, or an interaction between one's

personal situation and a hostile environment. We may find

an effort to participate once,again in ethnic communication

networks an important factor. The part played by the

metropolitan media may be more significant for those who

return to their heritage than it is among those ethnics for

whom their ethnic background was continuously integrated

into their daily lives.

What are the Apecific gools of this effort four years

after the first survey? First, we hope to identify changes

in the lives of our ethnic sample and their ethnic

coolnunities. We also hope to offer some tentative answers

to how comnonication relates to changes in ethnics' lives.

Throughout Lhe study, comunication is the central focus,

including ethnic newspapers and radio program consumption,

and interpersonal coinnunicotion.

The past four.years have seen many changes in the

ethnir xedia, an well as what appears Lo be the further

erosion of some ethnic neilhborhoods, where ethnic

comminication is 80 important.



Ethnic Nledia--Diversity & Chan.ge:

Nbre than a thousand media units attempt to serve

ethnic communities in the United States. But relatively few

studies have actually'examined the ethnic media themselves,

and must of those have demonstrated how the ethnic media

serve the unassimilated whose life still centers around

ethnic groups and activities and for minority groups that

are still not a part of mainstream America.
3

The breadth

of the ethnic media is illustrated by the list of radio

stations and newspapers that target at least some content at

,ethnic audiences. Two relatively recent counts are provided

by the comprehensive 1976 edition of Prof. Lubomyr R.

Wynar's Encxclopedia_Directory of Ethnic_News2apers_and

Periodicals in the United States, and a listing of weekly

foreign-language newspapers provided by the 1981 Editor &

Publisher International Yearbook. The former provides

essential data on ownership, circulation, staffing, basic

editorial thrust and language use not only for weekly papers

but also other ethnic publications and periodicals. The

total circulation of the 977 ethnic publications was

9,113,284 (See able 1).

Jladio stations also illustrate America's ethnic

diversity. In 1981, BroadcastiraYearbook listed 248

radio stations with Black, Afro-American forma-ts and 143

with Spanish language formats. In addition, some 11

different ethnic groups wer0 identified as audiences for

special programming, including some 542 stations directing

8



special progruuming to flack Americans. The 10.ethnic

groups cited in Table 2 were the target of 4,416.6 hours of

radio programming.
0

Changes in the number of units fOr specific ethnic

groups will occur as the number of ethnic radio stations and

newspapers changes. Furthermore, there are numerous

specialized academic journals, whose audience is not

necessarily members of ethnic groups.

In the case of television, there is little ethnic

programming of any kind directly under the conkrol of

ethnics. However, in the fall of 1975, the first

Black-owned and oriented TV station in the-U.S. went on the

air in Detro t.
4

At the time of the 1976 survey, there were 13

ethnic-directed newspapers in Greater Cleveland, including:

German, Hungdrian, Jewish, Lithuanian, Polish, and Slovene

papers. Nbst of these were weekly papers. In 1976 two

radio stations had ethnic-language formats, and three ethnic

groups had as many as a dozen prograffm available in their

respective languages. Polish-American ethnics could listen

to 45.5 hours of Polish radio progranm. At that time there

was almost no ethnrc television for the groups surveyed,

except for a Sunday afternoon polka hour that appeals to a

wide audience. Even before all results of the 1976 study

were published, the ethnic scene had started to change.

particularly in radio. In 1979 radio station WXEN change&

its call letters to WZZP-FM and its format to rock; it no

longer provides the extensive diet of ethnic programm it

4



,TABLE 1

ETHNIC NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS IN THE U.S.

Ethnic Group

Jewish

Wynar
Encyclopedia-
Total
Periodicals
(1976)

141

Editor & Publisher
Foreign-Language
Weekly Newspapers
(1981)

Hebrew 1

Yiddish 4

Spanish 58 20

Polish 53 14
Italian 48 11

German 60 25

Greek 24 10

Hungarian 32 8

Russian 26 5

Ukrainian 77 5

Czech 33 5

Slovak 24 8

Chinese 31 13

Lithuanian 43 11

Arabic 28 6

Armenian 34 10

Swedish 20 6

Norwegian 16 3

French 10 5

Carpatho-Ruthenian 13

Japanese 15 9

Slovene 11 4

Dutch 8 1

Croatian 12 2

Irish 6 4

Portuguese 10 3

Filipino 8 -

Danish 9 1

Asian(general) 6 -

Serbian 6 1

Serbo-Croatian - 1

Latvian 13 2

Finnish 9 4

Indian 3 1

Scandinavian 4

Romanian 7 2

Belgian-Flemish 2

Byelorussian 14
Turkish 6

(continued)
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TABLE 1
(Continued)

Ethnic (;roups

Wynar
Encyclopedia-
Total
Periodicals
(1976)

Editor & Publisher
Foreign Language
Weekly Newspapers
(1981)

Swiss. 4

Bulgarian 4 2

Albanian 7

Korean 8 1

Basque 2

Scottish 4

Estonian 3 1

Welsh 1

Assyrian 1

CeoTgian 1

Luxenburg 1

Cossack
1

Iranian' 1 1

Pakistani 1

Multi,t-thnic 17

Nock. Afro-Arrerican
198

Total: 977 407

TA6LL 2

CTHN1C RADIO PROGRAAAING IN THE U.S.

Lthnic (3roups

Number of
radio stations
broadcasting
some program-
ming to each
ethnic group

Number of
hours of ethnic
progrwming
made availabe
across all radio
stations

American Indian 51 218

French 99 358.2

Cierman 139 346.5

Greek 52 118.5

Italian 140 399.2

Japnneae 11 73

Polish 199 551.9

Portuguese 46 138

Spanish 505 2,186

Ukr4inian IS 27.5

Total: 4,416.8

4,4



once did. Many of the ethdic prograftis formerly on WXEN

found new homes, some on ArZAK, which itself changed from an

ethnic-format through.a two-step process that leaves many

fewer ethnic radio programs today. Radio station WZAK

presented ethnic programs from 5:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. seven

days a week at the time of the 1976 survey, 1-t is owned by

Xenophon lapis, who has produced a Greek program on radio

for 50 years. On April 14, 1980, WZAK-RM began to "serve

two masters."
5 After 16 years of catering exclusively to

ethnic audiences, it implemented a "beautiful music with a

dash of international flavor" from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

weekdays. Then from 6 p.m. to 1 a.m. weekdays and on

weekends, ethnic programming reigned. Efforts were made to

retain the 30 ethoic programming producers-avonncers,

though the time for some pranrams was shortened. The

station hoped the format change would make it more

competitive economically.
6 This was the formai in

existence during the 1980-81 survey reported in this

monograph. The spcond shoe dropped March 2, 1981, when WZAK

shed most of its eChnic programmhig for what it called a

"mixture of progressive jari, rhythm and blues, pop an:1

adult contemporary music."
7 ror a time,. it continued to

air its most popular ethnic programning on Sundays from 6

a.m. through 1.1 p.m.. including Slovene. German, I ta I i an and

Hispanic programs. Cormenting on the change, Plain Dealer

radio co umni st James Ewinger said:
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!he story o! WZAK-Hvl is the s,tor/ of

filr nearly two decades, it served

the diverse 'ethnic communities, groups of
proud. hard-working in-migrants, many from

Eastern and Mediterranean Europe, who came

here to earn their slice of America. Mlhrly .

got what they came fur. They loaded up their
station wagons,, moved to the suburbs, and
their European herrtage became the stuff of

holidays and ethnic festivals, not everyday

life.
As.many moved into the mainstream of -

American life, they,moved out,'.of

audiehce, or se the slation says.

He adds that. the "red4 problem that confrontsd WVAK'S -

old format was the diversity af the European immigrants,.."

While they "may have: made up the majority of 0-eater

population...indiviidually, the communities iVere

not large enough to make a station pl.ofiCable." He

continues, "The Poles, for instance might listen, ,to a -..

4 Polish program, but not an Italian or Hispanic shoW, and.:

vice versa." However, while the twd ethnic-format radio

stations were switching audiences, dnother ethnid

entrepreneur was forgino'ahead in the medium of television,

as well as providing another outlet:for ethnic radio

programs., Miklos Kossanyi founded the Nationality

Broadcastiing Servkce in the fall of 1977. A native of

Komarom, Hungary, Kossanyi came Le tlpveland in 1956 .

following the Russian suppressien of the revolution in that

country. He first broadcast over WXEN-FM, switching to

WZAK-FM in 1953. He left WZAK in June, 1977 and started his

ethnic network three months Later. His radio signal is

beamed on a subchannel of WIZP-Hvf and can only be picked up

by special receivers or regular spts. Some 8,000 sets



St.

tIguipped with an adapter are scattered throughout Greater

Lleve1and.

Then, in the fali of 1980, the Nationality Bin,

Service began producing ethnic TV programs for cable

television. In 1982, his ethnic IV programs

TA, systems three days a week on both the east and wo,'

of Cleveland.) Nith production facilities at 11916

tyladison Ave., Cleveland. the Nationality Broadcasting

Network serves up :ashion and conkiag shows, movies, sporif,.

religious and news prograin5- in EnOish, olu; 1,erman, I lenifi,

Italian, Irish, Hiugarian and othor languages. Cable

prOgramming comet, from 26 t*ureign oountries via

10cassettes. Most of the c;thnic 1v programs now showo

regnIlrly wore noi availablo but tu a select f,w at t

of t h :;ocond ethnic survy late in 1980 ant e,r1., .

(211 Pren!I , N135 pi fnlr,rt_ I ude: d Hangar I an preur

Hon, Manolesco, a 'ielb,un prograln, Around the 's",orl '

rogram, ;in iri ,h Pagraqi, ,ons arm 01

,,1,1,,-Iaia, an program. a (3erMan

tI 1< rogram, a ;16venu! orograii rh i Arnrr:ip,. d

pron rd n. Thr h lb heel I ^ I nt,t, aft I.

r n I I ti y ir 3 *OP t v n the , I 301

(.3 le penA t ion , ilu. evera s

r cr are oitjur.,. to staii

grunpg Or t )'e LI:(..1t 'heir o.o paper., 4,r

e %tar P ,141S O 'eru art,: 4 t '.)0 al I h

1:lovoland," but it stopped peblic'ation in Ic'81. Th- waon.

11
iatino ci'o was begun by f'ena. TWO new Huniv:rian.



publications are: U; !do, edited monthly in Lakewood by

Szerkeszto-Kiado, and Nyugati Orszum (Western Observer),

begun in October, 1981 by a group of writers headed by Arpad

Dobolyi of Shaker Heights.

Among the ethnic newspapers are the enduring Hungarian

weekly newspapers pubrished by nationally-prominent Zoltan

Combos, "Szabadsag"(freedom) and "Vilag"(world). The former

is an 88-ye'ar-old paper with a circulation of about 4,500,

and the latter has 6,500 subscribers. Both are published

and edited ,at 1736 E. 22nd St.
12 Equally well-known are

the German-language publications of Stefan Deubei, a

printer, politician, newspaper owner, and ethnic leader. He

and his wife Hella publfsh the weekly German newspapers,

"Wachter und Anzeiger," which is 128 years old, and the

"Saxon News." a national newspaper with a circulation of

about 5,000. About 10 years ago he rescued the Foreign

Language Newspaper Service, an advertising agency that

provides $225,000 yearly to 13 ethnic newsRapers that

include German, Hungarian, Italian, and Romanian papers. In

an interview, Deubel said, "Without this advertising

service, those newapapers,. mostly printed in Cleveland,

would not have made it, and that is why I took it over." In

the late 1800s "Wachter und Anzeiger" had a larger

circulation than the Plain Dealer, which is 12 years older;

today the German-language pape,' has about 3,000 subscribers.

Ramachandran Bali' edits "The Lotus," a monthly publication

of the Federation of India Community Awsociations. The



publication began with a circulation of about 200 some 15

years ago and has since grown to about 1,200-1,500.

Interviews were conducted with editors of four ethnic

newspapers published in the Cleveland area in 1979,

including the editors of .1Tirva"(Lithuanian); "ftchter und

Anzeiger" and the "Saxon News Volksblatt"(German);

"Zwiazkowiec"(Polish); and "Ameriska Domovina"(5lovene).
14

Each of the four papers tries tio promote .its ethnic

culture. We presented a list of 16 different functions

which have been attributed to ethnic newspapers and asked

them how important each was for their paper--very important,

somewhat important, not very important, or totally

unimportant. Six functions were unanimously identified as

very important: helping pass on the ethnic culture te new
k

generations, informing people of news from the mother

country, informing people of news about the ethnic community

in the U.S.-nationally, informing people of news about the

local ethnic community, providing cultural content, and

keeping ethnics informed of group and organizational

activities or celebrations. A second group of four

functions followed closely in terms of importance: promoting

use of the ethnic language, helping people feel proud

they're ethnic Americans, discussing political issues

relevant to ethnics, and providilig,an outlet for creative

writers and other ethnic talent. Three other functions were

cited as very important for two papers and somewhat

important for the other two: prombting cohesjon within the

ethnic group, helping eliminate poor stereotypes and images

I4.0
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of the ethnic group, and strengthening ethnics in their

religious-sptritual life. For the remaining three

functions, the editors split on their importance. Helping

ethnic businesses reaeh consumers via advertising was

totally unimpOrtant for one paper. And, while half thought

providing ethnic entertainment and helping ethnics solve

neighborhood problems were very important, the other two

thought they were somewhat important or not very important.

All staff members of the four papers understood at

least,some of the ethnic language, and at least 50% of the

papers' content is in the ethnic languayes. In two cases,

the papers are almost entirely in their language; "Dirva" is

all in Lithuanian and "ftchter und Anzeiger" about 98%

German. However, there is a trend tow rd greater usage of

English. Three of the editors said the th were not being

reached so more English would likely be used in the future.

What content appears most often in the four papers?

The editors were asked to indicate the frequency with which

21 different types of content appeared in their papers.

Among/the most frequent were: political columns, articles

about ethnic fraternal groups, news from the "mother

country," letters to the editor, and articles about ethnic

cultural and social organizations; these appear in almost

every issue, often several times, for most of the papers.

Types of content also appearing frequently in most of the

papers were: calendars of ethnic events, photographs,

obituaries of members of the ethnic groups, sports stories,

editorials, information about, traveling to the mother



country, articles about ethnic family treea and how to trace

one.'s ethnic "roots," an English-language section, news of

other ethnic aroups, reports or reviews of books in the

ethnic language, and 4iction, sh-ort stories or poems.

Appearing only periodicaily or not at all in some of the

papers were stories about religious events, recipes and

articles on ethnic food, musical scores or lyrics to ethnic

.songs, and crossword puzzles in the ethnic language. One

editor added that his paper published historical articles

occasionally. Three of the four papers published

advurtising. For one national paper, 40% of the advertising

comes from outside the area, while another is almost 90%

local, and a third has considerable classified advertising.

.--Where doe.s the news come from and how are the staffs

organized? All four papers' staffs are small, from two to

six full-time members. However, there are extensive

exchange agreements with other papers or networks of

correspondents. "Dirva" has cooperative agreements with 20

newspapers which trade information. The German-language

newspapers have correspondents in West Germany and Austria,

the.Polish paper has 11 correspondents from U.S. cities and

states and some from Poland, and the Slovene paper has

correspondents or exchange agreements throughout the U.S.

and other countries. Much of the work is done by volunteers

and contributors. All of the papers print editorials at

least occasionally, and in each case the editor is

responsible fur the editorials' content. Some papers

endorse political candidates, and, as one editor said, the

16



politicians always appear around election time but "you

never see them at other times."

All four newspapers have subscribers outside the

Cleveland area. "Diria," for example, is a national paper

which di,stributes 500 of its 4,500 circulation in the

Cleveland area. About half of the subscribers to the

Slovene paper live outside the area, while 45% of the

circulation of the Polish paper is in Cleveland. Four-

fifths of the German papers' readership is in this area, the

,

editor said. Two of the editors believe their papers have

changed little in recent years, but one pointed to an

improved t,echnical quality, and another to more features and

columns.
s-

What problems do the ethnic newspapers face? One

editor pointed to a generation gap and difficulty in

providing stories' that interest both young-and old readers.

,

Financial, circulation and technical production problems

were also cited. Competition for advertising continue-s to

plague ethnic papers, and finding skilled staff members has

been a problem at times. Rising postage and newsprint costs

also pressur'e ethnic papers. The editors were provided a

list of 18 changes which have been suggested for ethnic

newspapers; they were asked to select those they thought

their readers would like to see accomplished. The following

were cited by three of the four editors: improve the

distribution system and wsake the newspapers more available;

modernize the newspapers; add mare cultural content; publi.,h

more pages; and use more pictures. At least two cited these



suggestions: ddd more news from the "old country" and do

more interviews. Editors said they rely on letters and

personal contacts to find out what their readers want.

Other ethnic newspapes published in the Cleveland area at

the time of the 'second survey were: the "Catholic Hungarian

Sunday" from Youngs,town and "Szahadsag" and "Az Ujsag"

(Hungarian); "Jednosc Pelek" and "Kuryer" (Polish); and "The .

15
America" (Romanian).

sruoy DLSWal\I

A "picture of the lives of Cleveland ethnics" was taken

by the authors in the 1976 survey (Jeffres and Hur, 1978,

1979). We looked at ethnic media use, ethnic cultural

patterns, ethnic politics, and other fActors. The

Communication Research Center contacted many of these same

, respondents again and solicited their cooperation in late

-1980 ard early in 1901. Nbst of the respondents were

interviewed in December, 1980, or January, 1981.

Respondents were sent mail questionnaires during the 1976

survey. TheY were contacted by telephone in the second

survey, though 43 filled out mail questionnaires because

_they'did not have telephones or for other reasons. Of the

13 ethnic groups surveyed in 1976, names and addresses were

avilable fur 11 groups composed of 671 people. Groups

surieyed and the number interviewed again in 1980-81 were:

2 11
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Irish (9(J); Greek (.25); Czech (47) ; Italian (18) ; Lebanese

(19); Hungarian (27); Lithuanian (24); Polish (32); Romanian

(42); Slovene (51); and Ukrainian (16). The total of 392

successfully interviewed again in 1980-81 represents a

16
completion rate of 58.5%.

A basic questionnaire was designed to obtain the needed

information and the general format followed in creating a

questionnaire for each specific group in 1976. The same

procedure was followed in creating the questionnaire and

interview schedule four years later. Following are the

variables tapped by the panel study. Because of the time

constraints, not all questions from the 1976 survey were

repeated four years later, but a few new ones were added.

Nlaior Changes in Personal Lives and in the Ethnic
_ _

Community--The questionnaire and interview began with
*

questions asking for changes in respondents' personal lives

and in their ethnic comnunities. Questions asked were:

"First, how would you say your own life as a

(Romanian-American) has changed in the past four years or

so?" and "How would you say the (Lebanese) community here

has changed in that time/" Both of,these were placed at the

start to solicit the must salient changes during the

four-year period.

Ethnic Media Use--In both surveys respondents were

asked how often they read their ethnic newspapers or

listened to ethnic radio programs. In the second survey, we

also asked whether respondents listened to the radio

programs of any other ethnic groups, whether they patronized



ethnic radio advertisers, how thgy thought their ethnic

nedia had changed during the four-year period, and what

Suggestions they had for improving ethnic media.

Wtropolitan Mass Media Use & Evaluation--Respondents

both times were asked how often they read the two major

metropolitan daily papers, a weekly paper, and any others.

They also were asked how much time they spent listening to

the radio and watehing TV on an average day, whether they

had cable TV, and what they would like to see on cable TV.

Respondent also were asked to evaluate the performance of

both TV and the metro daily papers in covering the ethnic

community. Following is the question asked: "How adequate

a job would you say the IV stations do in covering the

(Ukrainian) community in this area? Would you say the TV

stations du a very good job, a vod job, a fair job, a poor

job, or a very poor job?" The same question was asked for

the newspapers.

Ethnic Image in MediaRespondents both times were

asked whether the media presented an image of their'ethnic

groups which was very favorable, somewhat favorable,

neutral, somewhat unfavorable, or very unfavorable. In

1980-01, they also were asked whether the image of (Irish)

presented by the mass media had changed in the past few

years, and gotten much better, gotten a bit better, remained

abouOthe same, gotten a bit worse, ur gotten much worse.

Channel Preference--Both times respondents were asked

whl-ch communication channel was most important for news
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about the ethnic columni;) and fur news of the ",huther

country."

Ethnic Interpersonal Cormunication--Respondents in

both surveys were asked for information about situations in

which interpersonal cwnnunication occurs. To tap

interpersonal communication networks the following

information was obtained: participation in ethnic

organizations and percentage of friends from the same ethnic

group. In the 1976 survey we also obtained information

about whether respondents had relatives in the mother

country and, if so, how often they corresponded with them.

We asked how.often they had visited the mother country, and

whether they participated in an ethnic church. One que&tion

asked was: "About what percentage of your close friends

would you say are (Hungarian)? almost all, about two-thirds,

about half, about a third, very few, or none?"

Ethnic tultural PatternsWe also ob.tained

information about the observance of ethnic customs and

traditions in both surveys.. Respondents were asked, "Do you

observe or celebrate any (Lithuanian) holidays or

festivals'?" In 1976 ethnic identification was indexed using

five items measured on five-poi.nt scales. Items used

included such statements as: "I ain extremely proud to be

(Hungarian)" and "Nly (Pplish) culture strongly affects my

daily life." In the second survey, ethnic identification

was obtained with the following question: "In the past four

years many things have changed. I'd like you to think about

your (Greek) heritage for a mu,nent. Compared to how you
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felt:four years ago, would you say you feel much closer to

other Greeks, feel a bit closer, feel about the same, feel a

bit more distant from other Greeks, or feel much more

distant?"

Ethnic Integration at Primsrx LevelSeveral measures

tapped integration of ethnics at the primary levelfamily,

friends, neighborhood. In the first survey we asked whether

spouses were of the same ethnic group and in the second

interview we identified anv changes in mnrital status. We

also asked whether respondents lived in an ethnic

neighborhood. In both surveys we asked: "About what

percentage of your neighbors would you say are (Lithuanian)?

almost all. about two thirds, about half, about a third,

very few, or none?" In the second survey we also asked what

major ethnic groups were represented in the neighborhood and

"Would you say you live in an ethnic neighborhood?"

Integration at the primary level also represents a

strengthening of the ethnic communication network.

Ethnic Political InvolvementSevera: measures° tapped

ethnic political involvement. Respondents were asked

questions about their party identification, presidential

voting, attention to the televised presidential debates, and

reactions to salient ethnic political issues. In the first

survey responqpnts were asked which presidential candidate

they voted for in 1972 and 1976; voting also was tapped in

the second survey for lhe 1980 eleciion. Since presidential

debates were prominent in both campaigns, several questions

solicited infurmation about whether respondents watched any
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of the debates, how much they watched, and how impoT.tant the

debates were in helping them make up .their mind for whom to

vote, in the 1976 survey respondents were asked whether

they were aware of two explicitly ethnic political i.ssues

and what their reactions were. One was President Gerald

Ford's comment during the second presidential debate that

Eastern Europe was not dominated by the Soviet Union, an

issue of interest to the many Eastern Europeans in our

sample. The other issue was Jimmy Carter's statement during

the campaign that he favored the "ethnic purity" of ethnic

neighborhoods (See Jeffres and Hur, 1979). In 1980-81, the

following question was asked to t.ap salient 4thnic political

issues: "This was an election year again. Were there any

issues that you would call ethnic jssues in the presidential

campaign? What were they?"

Other factors--We also obtained the traditional

demographic variables, age, sex, income, education,

occupation, etc. Furthermore, we asked whether respondents

had ever visited the People's & Cultures store, then in the

Flats, or gone on one Of their ethnic tours.

DESCRIPTION OF SANPLE

The 392 respondents in the final sample include 11

ethnic groups in the following proAstions: Greek, 6.4%;

Irish, 23%; Czech, 12%; Italian, 4.8%; Lebanese, 5.3%;

Hungarian, 6.9%; Lithuanian, 5.9; Po 1 i sh, 7.9%; Romanian,

10.5%; Slovene, 13%; and Ukrainian, 4.1%. Those Oterviewed
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in both surveys were compared with the 1976 sample to see if

there were any major differences in terms of age, education,

etc. As Tables 1-4 show in Appendix A, the panel

participants are a bit older, somewhat more educated, and

have slightly higher incomes, but overall differences

between those in the panel sample and those not

reinterviewed are minor.

There were a number of changes in the personal lives of

our sample. About 7% changed their marital status; 11

people got Married, 12 were widowed, and 4 were divorced or

separated. Many in the panel also advanced their education;

14.8% of our 392 respondents went to either public school or

college, while another 12% went to special courses,

seminars, or trade schools. Respondents incomes also

advanced considerably clueing this period, which was a time

of high inflation (see Table 5, Appendix A). Some 58%

i

reported a growth ie their incomes, while 11% said they

earned less and i616 had no change. In 1976, only 18% of the

sample reported incomes of more than $25,000. Four years

later, 12% reported incomes between $25,001 and $30,000, and

23% reported income fig-urbs higher than that. And, while

about a quarter of the panel had incomes of $10,000 or less

in 1976, the proportion dropped to 17:5% in 1980-81. Those

reporting drops in their income are largely people who

retired during that period.
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ANALYSIS CF RESULTS

Our analysis will describe the responses to our

requests for information about ethnic communication in

1980-81, as well as changes from the earlier sqrvey.

Changes in the Ethnic Community--
36% Cite GrovAh, Im2rovement:

We asked our panel how their ethnic communities had

'changed over the four year period, and 36% either citedsno

changes or said things were about the same. A

Lebanese-American, for example, said community had been

. "more or less stable." However, an equal percentage cited

improvements, growth or positive changes in their ethnic

'cOmmunities.

Changes were many and varied. Several Polisti-

respondents noted the impact a Polish Pope has had on ethnic

pride and how others view Polish people. *"Since the Pope

got in, eolish jukes are out and Polish pride is in," one
.N

man said. Others noted increased attention\to their ethnic

groups because of media coverage. A Polish resident said

his group was noticed more "in the media bec4se of the

threat of the Russian in'vasion and the Polish Pope." A

46-year-old Irish man said there was more interest and talk

concerning events in Northern Ireland. And a Slovenfl man

said others were more aware of.his ethnic group.

A large percentage of the comments centered around,

growth in the'tthnie emanunities. Among the Polish, one man,
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noted the spirit represented by the brass-roots work in the

Slavic Village development on Cleveland's'southeaSt side. ,

Another sai d the Po 1 i sh commun i ty "i s no longe r a clan .but

is quite diverse." Polish people are no' longer found only

in small pockets within the ety but'are located throughout

Cuyahoga County. Suburbs also are centers of ethnic

community growth, in partjcular Parma, one Pobish respondent

noted. A Lebanese man said that his ethnic community als,o

was spreading out mare today, nd several others noted there

are "more people involved and more hnnigrants arrivjng." A

Czech respondent spoke of "rejuvenation" and noted that the

Sokor organization was going "very Well, with more members."

*The Sokol Hall has become a community center, he added.

Similar comments were math: about the Italian community.

"Uplifting of Italian culture is seen everywftere. People

are more proud of being Italian," one man said. "I think

the Italian community is more aware of its heritage. It now

offers programis in Italian culture, and younger children are

now taught Italian in school--that's good," ah Italian woman

added. "A closeness of groups'is forming," a 38-year-old

man said. "There are opportunities fo-r people to share

their Italian heritage."

In the Irish commun.ity, people are "drwnatically more

aware of their roots and younger people are)mre interested

in Irish cultural upkeep," one person said. Anlrish woman

said St. Patrick's Church was 'stronger than eveT and the

community was more active. "The leaders in Che Irish

community are as dedicated as ever," said one lady. "There
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aro youeyer loaders just As dedicated and with as much

enthusiasm as the last 'generation. The Irish community is

still strong and competing fOr attention and support." A

pro,fessional Irish woman said the Irish commnity was

"growing tighter together, with more people joining the

Irish Cultural Institute arki subscribing to the Ohio Irish,

Bulletin. The addition of an east-side Irish club was also
In

noted. There are more cultural events and clubs, and people

are more educated about their Irish culture and history, one

woman noted.

rhe lithubnian comnunity also is "more aware" today,-

one woman in her mid 30's said'. A Lithuanian man noted

there is more unity among Lithuanians now and another said'

the community is more prosperous today. Lithuanian

organizations are getting stronger, a man in his 20's said.

A Slovene lady said the younger generation was taking an

interest in the language and had a desire to see the

homeland of their parents. "I think second and third

generation Slovenes are more active in fraternal and

cultural groups and are much more aware of their ethnic

background," one woman said. A Romanian said there tis "more

emphasis on our cultural background" with lhe influx of new

Romanians; however, some noted that newcomers expect much

but give kittle to thelr ethnic communities.

A Hunqarian man said "more people are involved now and

they live further away from central comnunities." Another

man in his mid 203 said "Hungarians are spread out,all over,

but we communicate all over the city. 'iJ'e are a cl.ose knit



cwnnunication network." The Ukrainian cmununity has grown

and is "more like a real comnunity" now, accord'ing to a

45-year-old Ukrainian lady who is active in two

organizations. "They 'make progress. They work in

organizations, and send children to schools," said a lady

takrng English classes. "It is harder today, but we manage."

A Greek respondent noted many changes in his commUnity,

pointing to a new Greek association and a Greek school where

the language is taught. Another man in his mid 40's said

there is more activity among Clreeks, witW more dances and

other events in the West 14th Street area. One lady noted:

"A cmnnunity doesn't change that much in
Jour years. As a whole, the people pride
themselves on their ethnic background. "They

are more proud today. Traditions are strong
aod the community has grown. There has been
a loss of the language, however. Each
generation nv.44es maintaining the [anguage
more difficul.t.",

Not all ethnics saw growth and progress, and many sadly

noted declines and a weakening of their ethnic communities.

Some 25% of our sample cited declines in their ethnic

communities. A Czech man said his community was more

"modernized" aad he -"liked it better the old way. It's too

fast living iniodrnierica, customs'and identity

disappearing." Another Cziich'respondent said "older people

are dying out and the new Czechs do not join." A

39-year-old Lebanese mmn said there Was more intermarriage

in his group and younger people seem less intere'sted in the

'ethnic church. 'A Polish respondent said "There is no louger

a melting pot. Most people nre moving, especially the youn9



ones." Anuthei PuJish nun 4aid there has not been much

change. He added, "They have stt;gnated f,or years. It was

in the 1920's and 30's that it,was a vYable, volatile force

in Lleveland cultural ,affairs. World War II put guieters on

-this, and it has not recovered since." Another Polish

respondent bemoaned the loss of language, particularly among

the young. He added, however, thaLobservance of traditions

remains stable.

The decline in ethnic neighborhoods that has occurred

- with an influx of newcomers and the flight of local ethnics

was ci,ted by several ethnic groups." An Italian respondent

said "people ere geEting snobbish. If they have a couple

dollars more than you, then they don't know you." An

Irish-Ameriban said the group's political power has declined

in recent years, and an Irish man said "we don't have much

of a community" because "it's spread out."' One Irish man

said le community has changed considerably in the past four

years, a d "many have lost their identity." A Lithuanian

man said fewer people participate today and another said the

community has changed considerably in the past four years,

and many have lost their ithuanian identity."

A Lithuanian,man said fewer people participate today,

and another said the community was the same except that the

older ones have "faded." One man said, "The Lithuanian

community is getting older and mony yjung mernbers after

graduatirig from colleges 6re moving where their jobs are

offered." A SlAvene man said "there are fewer of us.

Younger people are not as interested." Another added that
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many Sovenes have "become'more Americanized." A Roinanian

said his ethnic group was "dy4ng out, and younger ones are

not active." A 52-year-old man said: "Yes, the younger

Romanian genera.tion in genel:af is drifting away from its

clique and becoming 'Americanized' in every sense of the

word. In my parents' day, Romanians married Romanians-.

Among my generation and younder, this seldom happens any

more."

In the Hungarian coinnunity, several people noted

declines in Hungarian neighborhoods. "People are growing

further ap.art. ;qoung people are no longer hanging around.

They are moving and old pe"we are dying off," said one :

young Hungarian lady. Another man added, "The' Buckeye Road

area is a changing neighborhood...Peopl,e are dispersing." A

youth said, "We have an elderly group and a veTy young

group, so there is now a more bi-lingual approach to the

Hungarian organiztion." One Hungarian lady said many of

her friends had dropped out uf organizati.ons and the

cmnnunity. A Hungarian man in his mid 20's said,."Young

people are detached from the traiiitional atmosphere and they

.are not as involved as they used to be.". Generation

differences also were noted among some Ukrainians.

. "Children born in the U.S. are more Amerlcan than

Ukrainian," one man said. "They 'are not as aationali.stic as

they should be. The new generation has an. '1 don't care

attitude,'" a Ukrainian man said. 'The Ukrainian coinnunity

has "becomer more rnerican.ized," one'person said. "The

older generation is growing further awar-from the younger
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generation," one person said. An active Ukrainian cited

three changes: "Old people are dying. They were' the active

ones and they now get old, less active, and die. Because of

this there are fewer members and fewer meetings." He added,

"Churches are most important, but they-are saying mass in

English.instead of Ukrainian." One man said Greeks are

"giving up their national heritage" and, "getting into the

mainstream."

Many people cited several change,s in their ethnic

communities, with 4% citing four or five. Same 4.3% cited a

decline in ethnic organizations, clubs and activities, while

13.6% cited increases. A Lebanese woman pointed to growth

in mambership of the National Association of Arab Americans,

while another Lebanese lady said there were, "not as many

church affairs, social affairs, etc."

Among the other changes, 6.1% said younger people were

: keeping up customs and 7.7% noted ,the arrival of new ethnic

immigrants. In the other direction, 13.8% said, there were

debirries in their ethnic communities--people leaving the

area, younger people leaving, or people becoming more

,dispersed. And 9.2% noted more intermarriage, assimilation,

or "Americanizatjon" as people "move into the mainstream."

Changes in ethnic feelings and identification also were

noted by our panel. About 12.8% said people have drifted

apart, become less cohesive, less "old world," but 12% said

their ethnic group was more cohesive, involved, or closer

knit, and an additional 12% said ethnics were more aware of

their ethnicity. A half dozen respondents said there was
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more,discussion among ethnics. One Lebanese woman said her

community was "less clannish."

Changes in Personal Li'ves--
!Vlore Active Ethnics:

We asked resondents how their "own life as a

(Hungarian-American) has changed in the past four years or

so," and more than half cited no changes or said there was

no difference. Some 18.4% said they were either less active

'or there was not much change, while 21.7% said they were

more active or much more active.

Many felt their own lives as ethnics had changed liltle

at all, regardless of what had happened to the community.

An Italian man said, "I don't think it has changed. It's

always been good for me." Another Italian Woman, age 56,

said, "I have always felt Americanized, like my parents."

An Irish lady Yaid her life hadn't changed much but "my

children have becoffe more aware of their Irish heritage." A

Slovene responded:. "It hasn't. I have always been conscidus

of my heritage, but always as an American first. I liyed in

Yugoslavia for long periods and visited it many timeslove

the people, and am proud to be a Slovenian, but am happier

to be an Affericfan." Thus, the question of change was a
I1

chance to reaffirm both ethnic and American identijication.

A middle-aged Polish-man said "as a Polish-Amerizan, I still

uphold traditions, but I don't think I've changed that

much." A Hungaria6outh said, "It hasn't changed because I

have remained involved." A Ukainian lady said, "I am

elderly, so there's not too much change." One Greek woman
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said, "It's stayed the same," but a Greek man said he had

been in the country more than 60 years and there was no

change because he was "now completely Americanized."

,Among those who said their fives as ethnic Americans

had changed, there were several different trends. One

involved what people described as a positive strengthening

of their ethnic identity. A Lebanese woman said, "I'm more

aware of my Lebanese nationality" and "I'm more proud that

people appreciate our foods, nationality, and religion." A

Czech respondent said, "I aM involVed more,now. I am

retired and have more.time for ethnic activi,ties." An

Italian man, age 37, said he was more involved and was

"making my children more aware of their heritage." Several

Irish respondents noted increased interest in their

heritage, from music and entertainment, to trave ng,

pOlitics and cultural traditions. A lady_who celebrated her

75th birthday not long before the survey,noted that she was

given a "lovely surprise birthday party" by 50 or so of her

Irish friends--complete with Irish dancers, an Irish

fiddler, a bagpipe player, and lots of good food and drinks.

A second-generation Irish woman said she was s"more and more

thrilled at being Irish-American," and another said she had

gotten invoked in Irish geneology. A 49-year-old.

Lithuanian woman said she nos learned more about her

heritage and now participates more in ethnic community

affairs. An elderly Slovene man said he was mote interested

in things of Slovene heritage.



Several Polish respondents also noted a 'rebirth in

their ethnic identification. One man said, "It has changed

because there is a greater birth of nationalism with the

events in Poland and With the Polish Pope. A new ethnicity

has developed establishing pride in Polish-Anericans." A

046.

young Hungarian lady said she had become more active in her

group's social organizations and radio and TV. A Ukrainian

man said he has "changed for the better--I like being

Ukrainian in the U.S." A young mother said, "I have three

children now and Ukrainian is spoken at home for the

children to learo." And a Greek man in his mid 40's said he'

was "nmre active in Greek affairs, especia0y religion." A

RoManian who has started Romanian language lessons said he

was "much more aware of being a.Romanian because I've seen

so many newcomers lately from Romania." Thus, immigration

not only adds to the size of the local ethnic community; but

activates ties among those already here.

Mat are some of the ethnic behaviors people said they

do more of? Some 9.2% of the panel said they were more

active in ethnic organizations or their ethnic church, while

4.1% said they spoke their ethnic language more 6ften or

observed more ethnic customs, traditions and holidays.

Moving in the other direction, about 4% of the panel

said they.engage in fewer ethnic activkties or observe fewer

customs. A Lebanese lady said, "Some of our trliditions have

fallen away. Divorce is getting to be more popular among

our young. Years ago, if someone made a bad choice tn

marriage, they stuck it out." An Italian man, age 38, said,
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"I feel thai.. we are losing some traditions. The old way of

the closeness of the family is deterionating." One woman

said she was "not using the Slovene language as much as I

used to," but she added that she still was active in ethnic

groups. Another Slovene said it has "changed a lot--it's

dying off." A Romanian man said he was less involved in

Romanian activities, hild few Romanians among his friends

now, and was not at all conscious of his .ethnic .identity. A

Ukrainian men in his mid 30s said, "I see other Ukrainians
,

less now," and'a Greek man said he has adopted some American

ways and has more American friends now than previously.
)

Other things salient to our sample were travel, ethnic

friendships, end feelings about their ethnic heritage. A
,

' half dozen said they have fewer ethnic friendships, frienda

and neighbors than they did four years ago, while another

half dozen said they have more. AlmoSt 11% of the panel

said they felt more interested in their ethnic heritage and

felt more ethnic. About a half dozen said they had traveled

to the "mother country" since the first survey.

Ethnic Mass MediaACommunication--
Print the Same, but Radio Droas:

Both interpersonal and mass communication are

instrumental in provid.ing continuity to ethnic groups.

Fathi (1973) argues that the culture and language of

Canada's ethnic minorities todavare less in danger of

extinction because of the advance of communication

technology which facilitates contact.between ethnics that

are separated by often substantial distances. Thus,



communication links ethnics Co each other, and ethnic groups

depend on communication networks to maintain group

solidarity and coordinate activities.

If media links affieng ethnics are important, then

changes in media consumption would be an indicatnr of

changes within the ethnic groups themselves. How did the

audience behaviors of the ethnics tapped by our panel survey

change? With a drop in available ethnic-language radio

programming, we expected a decline in listening mmong our

panel. However, the drop was some 50%. As Table 3 shows,

the average number of hours our panel spent listening to

ethnic radio programs each moth went from 10.8 in 1976 to

less than 5 in 1980. Looking at individual changes, we find

that 53% listened to fewer hours, 32% to the same number of

hours, and 153 to more hours of ethnic radio pro'grams.

While 29% said they listened to no ethnic radio pograms in

1976, almost half cited none in 1900-81. The average number

of ethnic radio programs listened to also fe'll from almost

two to about one. Some of the drop may be temporary nod a

consequence of the confusion surrounding changes in radio

schedules. Since the change in radio formals was quite

recent, some respondents mmy !lot have had time to locate

their ethnic programs on other radio stations.

Now and then a respondent cited an ethnic radio program

nut on our original list. An open-ended question was

designed to obtain precisely that information. We also

asked Whether people listened to the radio programm of other

groups, and responses show a substantial amount of



TABLE 3

CHANGES IN ATTc:NTION TO ETHNIC RADIO PROGRAMA1NG

Number of
Ethnic Radio Programs
Listened to: 1976 1980

None 115 (31%) 192 (50%)

1 90 (26%) 83 (21%)
2 47 (13%) 65 (.:17%)

3 24 ( 6%) 36 ( 9%)

4 36 (10%) 9 ( 2%)

5 20 ( 5%) 4 ( 1%)

6 or more 32 ( 8%)
Missing information 20 ( 5%) 3 ( 1%)

Total 392 (100%)
s

392 (100%)

Average 1.981 .97

Percenta4e listening tis feWer
ethnic programs 50%

Percentage listening to same
number of programs 42%

Percentage listening to more
ethnic programs 8%

Number of Hours Listen
to Ethnic Programming
each month 1976 1980

None 89 (23%) 183 (47%)

1-5 hours 120 '(31%) 92 (23%)

6-10 49 (12%)' 61 (1'6%)

3,4 ( 9%) 18 ( 5%)

21-30 16 ( 4%) 8 ( 2%)

31-40. 12 ( 3%) 6 ( 2%)

41-50 8 ( 2%)' 4 ( 1%)

51-60 . 7, ( 2%)
more than 60 hours 14 ( 4%)

1 ( -%)

Missing information 43 (10%) 19 ( 5%)

Total 392 (100%) 392 (100%)

Average: 10.8 4.3

Percentage listening to fewer
hours of ethnic programning 53%

Percentage listening to same
number of hours 32%

Percentage listening to mp.re
hours of ethnic programning 15%

Note: Because of missing information, the percentages
referring to increases and *creases in the number of radio
programs listened to are based on a total of 369

respondents. The figure for time spent listening is 333

respondents.



cross-ethnic listening. In all ethnic groups, there were

respondents who cited programs from outside, their group.

For example, while four radio programs were patronized by

our Slovene respondents, they also cited the following

groups' radio programs: Croatian, Bohemian, Hungarian)

Greek, Polish, German, Spanish, French, Serbian, Slovak, and

Czech. Some 11 people said they listened to the Germmn

radio pcogram sometimes. 'Within the Polish sample, a half

dozen cited Slovene radio programs and a half dozen cited

Italian programs. A Ukrainian man said he flipped on the

radio to WIAK at 6 p.m. and listened until it went off the

air, but another man said he didn't listen to his. ethnic

group's radio program because it came on too early in the

morning. A list of recent ethnic radio programs is in Table

4; see.Appendix A. Table 11, for a list of ethnic edia

cited by respondents in our survey panel.

In the second survey, we asked respondents if they

recalled any of the sponsors of ethnic radio programs. Smme

31.4% of the sample cited ooe or more ipnnsors, asd this

repre4,Ws more than half of those who said they listened to

ethnic radio programs. A wide variety of sponsors were

recalled for ethnic radio programs. For example, a half

dozen Slovene respondents cited Kollander Traver and Si=

Brothers Buicceln fact, only three Slovenes who listened

to any of their ethnic radio programs did not cite a

particular sponsor. Among the Polish sample, fhird Federal

Savings was the most often-cited sponsor, and for Italians

it was Alesci's. The Athens Pastry Shop and Greek HoUse

4
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lAdLE 4

ETHNIC RADIO BROADCASTING IN THE CLEVELAND AREA

,

German Programs: ,
,

inIda Peter's German Show, Has been on WOW ce last

WM, 6-7 p.m. Sundays. December; uhtil t en she had
been doing a show H WZAK
off and on since 1976.

Hans Ric'hter, German
music, 2-3 p.m. Saturdays-,
WELW.

Germanprogram, 5:30-7 p.M.
Sundays, WAUe-AM (88.1)Akron

Irene Rudolph Dilworth,NBN
(106 FM/SCA)3-4p.m.Mon.-Fri.

Peter Wetier German Show,
12 noon-1 p.m. Saturdays
on Acs-B-RA (89.3) - German
brass music.

Herb Haller, formerly on From April, 1981, to April,

WBBG. 1982 was on %BIM from 11-12
noon Sundays.

Slovene Programs:
Tony's Polka Village, Was on WZAK at end of

Tony Petkovsek, WELW(I300) 1980.
Mondays-Fridays 4-5 p.m., &
Saturdays 12 noon-1:30 p.m.
Also on NBN(106 nvi/scA)
12 noon-1:30 p.m. Saturdays.

Paul Levrisha, WELW, 11 a.m. In late 1980 he assisted

-12 no,on Saturdays. Tony Petkovsek on his show.

Polka Nightcap Show,
Paul Wilcox, WBBG (1260 AA) Has been on WBBG about a

9-10 p.m. Sundays. year. Was on WEAK in late

1980.

Slovenian Hour, Ed & Dale
Sucar, 10-12 noon Sundays,
WELW (1300).
Also have Suppertime Polka
show 5-6 p.m. Nbnday through
Saturday on WELW.

Slovenian Hour, Milan
Pavlovcic,.6-7 p.m. Nbn-
days & Tuesdays, & 12 n.-
1 p.m. Sundays, WCSB-FM
(89.3).

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 kCuntinued)

Polish Programy
"Polish PalAce," Frank & ,Has been on the radio for
Kristina Swita, NBN(106 FNV some 20 years. Was on WZAK at
'SCA)9-10 p.m. Fri. end of 1980.

"Memblbies of !Deland,"
Joe & Doloris Szulecki,
NBN(106 FM/SCA) Nlon.-Fri.
10-11 p.m. and
Saturday 8-10 a.m.; also
have Polish Hour, 11-12 n..
Saturdays, WCSB-Flvl (89.3).

Jerry & Eugenia Stolarczyk,
9-10:30 a.m. Sundays, \JERE.

Polka Hour, 10-11 a.m. Sun.,
WJVV.

Polish program, 7-9 p.m. Sun.,
WAUP-FM (88s.1), Akron.

Polish Hour, Kenny Bass, 9-10
5undays, WBKC (1560 AM).

Slovak Programs:
James J. Koscak & John ,

Biro, 11-12 noon, Sundays
on WERE-AM.

Slovak Hour, Bernie Suhayda
Sundays on WAUP-FM(88.1),
Akron, 4-5:30 p.m.

Romanian Programs:
Rev. David Pascu, 6-6:30
a.m. every other Sunday on
WZ/P, and 9-10 a.m. Sun-
days on NBN(106 FM/SCA).

Czech Programs:
Vaclav Hyvnar, 6-7 p.m.
Thursdays on WCSB-FM
(89.3).

Czech Voice of Cleveland,
Joe Kocab. 7:30-8:30 a.m.
Sundays on W930-AM (1260)
and 6-7 p.m. Thursdays on
W:SB-FM (89.3). .

Has been doing a Slovak radio
show since 1960; WERE has had
a Slovak radio show since the
1940's. At the end yf 1980 also
had a show on WIAK.

Has been on the air since the
1940's. In 1980, had a Sunday
morning show from 9-10 a.m. on
WZZP.

Zdenek & Evelyn Prazak,
WERE-AM (1300) 10:30-11 a.m.
Sundays.

His wife is editor of Czech
newspaper "Neouzsvet." He had
a radio show on WZAK Thursday
evenings for 13 years.

Was Vaclav Hiv9ar's partner at
WZAK for sovie 13 years.

1N
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TAdLE 4 (Continued)

Spanish Programs;
Edwin Castro, 8-12 midnight Has been with W7AK for about 6
Sundays on W2AK and 12 noon years (on and off).
to 3 p.m. Nbndays through
Fridays on NBN(106FM/SCA).

Nelson' Cintron, 1:30-5 p.m.
Saturdays on N13N(106FM/SCA).

Spanish program,1-3 p.m. Nbn
through Fri. on NBN(106FM/
a2A).

Cristol Latino, Louis Torres,
1-2 p.m. Sat.: WCSB-Avi.(89.3).

Actualidades Bilingues, 2-3 p.m.
Saturdays, WCSB-FM (09.3).-

Croatian ProgriNins:
Croatian Hour, Nevo
Kovacevic, 2-3 p.m. Sunday
on %ELM (1300)..

Croatian Hour, Ed & Dale
Bucar, 9-10 a.m. Sunday, WELW

John Skrikin, not currently Has been off the air since WXEN
producing a program. changed formats. Had program

on %WEN for 14 years, playing
traditional, contemporary,
classical music and opera
interspersed with political &
historical commentaries, poetry
and tales of tradition and
folklore. Preceded in Croatian
broadcasting by the popular
John Birek,

Ukrainian PrograMs:
Steve /orij, 6:30-7 p.m.. Has been doing a radio program
ever'y other Sunday on WrZZP since coming to the U.S. in

and every Sunday from 1956. In 1980, had a show on
10:30-11 p.m. on WOW. W2/.P.

--------- -------.
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Hungarian Programs:
Miklos & Maria Kossanyi,
NBN(106FM/SCA), 5-8 p.m.
producers of daily pro-
grams; specifics below.

Leslie Dus, 5-6 p.m. Sun-
days on NBN(106FM/SCA).

Catholic Hour, Dr. Rosta
Lajos, 5-6 p.m. Nbn..
NBN(106FM/SCA).

Owners and operators of the
Nationalities Broadcasting
Network. Previously had a
program on WZAK.

Hungarian Folk Music, Wthrko
Istvan,6-7 p.m. Nbn.-Fri.,NBN.:1

Radio Magazine, 7-8 p.m.* Dr. Lote had program
Mon. NBN(106FM), Dr. Paul 7:30-8 p.m. Thur. on VIZAK
Lote, Dr. Bognarne in 1980.
Gosztonyi Nthrta, Gereben
Istvan, and Late Lajos;
Fri. with Vigh Ildiko.

News Review,' Nagy Korne1,6-7
p.m. Tuesday, NBN(106FM/SCA).

News Program, Torma Csongor,
7-8 p.m. Tues., NBN(106FM/SCA).

World News, Miklos kossanyi,'
NBN(106FM/SCA) 6-7 p.m. Wed.

Screen Play; Kalnoki Kis Tibor,
David Gyula, 7-8 p.m. Wed. NBN.

News, Buza Gyorgy, 6:45-7 p.m.
Thurs., 14BN(106FM/SCA).

ClassAcal Music, B.Ormay Ildiko,
7-8 p.m. Thurs.. NBN(106FM/SCA).

Sports Scene & Light Music, Liver
Agoston, 5-8 p.m. Sat. NBN.

Radio Theater, Szabadkay Sandor,
6-7.p.m. Sun., NBN(106FM/SCA).

Hungarian show, Andrew Dono,
1:30-2 p.m. Sundays, WELM

Hungarian Hour,"Dr. Geza
Eles, 5-6 p.m. ftd..WCSB-

FM (89.3).

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Hungarian Prog'rams (cont.):
ErAe Hudak, 12 a..-1 p.m.
Sundays, WELW.

1

Kathy Kapossy, 5:30-6:30
p.m. Sundays, WELW.

Hungarian program, 8-9 a.m.
Sundays, WAUP-FM (88.1),
Akron, Rev. Tibor Domotor.

Mrs Henry McBride, 10-11 a.m.

Su,days, WBKC (1560 AM).

Irish Programs:
Echoes of Erin, Mike &
Mary Comer, WZLE 5-7 p.m. 'Began with MEN when that

Sundays.
station was starting 25 years
ago and switched to WZAK when
WXEN changed lormats. Had 10 to
midnight show Nbnday & Tuesday.

Was on WZAK in 1980.

Irish Hour, Pat Talty, 8-9

a.m. Sundays, WELW (1330,
Willoughby).

Irish Music, Jerry Quinn,
1:30-2 p.m. Saturday, WELW

(1330),

Irish Hours, Henry dc Ann
McBride, 11 a.m.-1 p.m..
Sundays, WSKC (1560 AA).

Italian Programs:
Biagio Parente, 1-2 p.m.
Sundays, NBN(106FM/SCA).

Italian show, Mike Santoli,.
1-1:30 dr 4:30-5:30 p.m.
"Sundays, WELW.

Italian program, I2n.- 2-p.m.

Sundays, WAUP-FM(88.1),Akron.

Italian Hour, George Juliano,
9-10 a.m. Sundays, WAL

An Italian program is planned

on WCS0-FM (89.3), beginning
in luly, 1982.

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Greek Programs:
Xen Papageorge, 9-10 a.m
Monday through Friday, 8 10

p.m. Nloe.-Thur., 8-9 p.m.
Fri., 9-11 p.m. Sat. 2-0
p.m. Sun. on NBN(106FM/SCA).

Xe413c Lula Zapi.s, WZAK-FM, Another Greek radio program was
Sundays 9-10 a.m. aired by John Suckelitus'on

WXEN until that station changed
formats.

Greek programk,.2-4 p.m.
Sundays, WAUP-FM(88.1).

Jewish.Programs:
Breakfast with Phil Firik, Phil
F.ink's Jewish program, weekdays.
9:05-10 a.m., 'WELW (1330)

Jewish Scene in Cleveland,
10:30-11:30 a.m. Sunday's,
WCLV.

Lithuanian Programs:
Lithuanian Hour, 7-8 p.m.,
Sundays, WJW.

Hindi Programs:
Joe Thcoas, currently not
.on the,air.

Had show on NBN(106FM/SCA) for
8 months in 1981; also did shco.,.
on WZAK-for a year. in 1975.

Arabic Programs:
Abby Mira, currently not on Had-program on WZAK for some 7
the air. years, 9:30-11 p.m. Wednesdays,

until April,'1981 when WZAK
changed formats.

French Programs:
Mrs. Daularta, 4-5 p.m.
Fridays'on NBN(106FM/SCA).

Bulgarian Ptograms:
George Petrov, 8-9 a.m. Sun- Was on WZAK in 1980.
days on NBN(106FM/SCA).

(Continued)



TABLE 4 (Continued)

Serbian Programs
Milan Vukadinovic, 8-9 p.m.
Saturday and 9-10 P.m. Sun-
day on NBN(106FM/SCA).

Also does show on NBN-TV 5:30-
6 p.m. Sunday and 6:30-7 p.m.

Thursday. In,1980, had radio
show on WUP at same time and
several years ago had show on

WXEN. Charlie Brkic also had
a Serbian radio show on WZAK on
Sunda)/ 4-5 p.m. for about 15

years.'

British Programs:
Florence Duncan, 6:30-7
p.m. Tuesday evenings on
INCS13-FM (89.3), begin-
ning June 1, 1982.

Had program Friday evenings
on WZAK for more than 11 years,
untIl Feb. 27, 1982.

Other Programs:
Multi-National Hour, Mario
Kavcic, 10-11 p.m., Sundays,
WBBG.

1.

2.

.3.

Interview with
Interview with
Interview with

Jdmes
John
Milan

J.Koscak, May,7, 1982.
Skrikin, May 11, 1982.
Vukadinovic, May 13, t982.



rited hy nlieeruu5 Greek respondent:1. BoLh Lie

Ukrainian and Irish samples included mentions of ethnic gift

shops. Baiassa Travel Bureau was cited py many Hungarians

in the sample, and several Lithuanians cited either Jakubs &

Son Funeral Home or Superior Savings. Among the Czechs,

First Federal was cited many times.

We also asked whether ouf panel patronized the

businesses that advertise on ethnic radio programs, and more

than a third of the entire sample said yes. In general,

those who recalled spori"Smrs said they do patronize thern when

the opportunity arises. For example, 25 of the 28 Slovenes

who recalled radio sponsors said they patronize those

businesses. Similar percentages were found for the other

ethnic groups. Two Ukrainiaris, for example, said they try

to patronzie State Nileats and ethnic stands in the West Side

Market. A Hungarian respondent said his family tries to

patronize businesses in the Buckeye area when they're in the

vicinity. And an Irish woman said she also tries to

patronize advertisers in the East Side Irish-American Club

newsletter, Schanachie. However, some respondents were like

a Lebanese woman who said she had "no opportunity to

patronize such advertisers."

The drop in radio listening was not matched by

attention to ethnic print media. As Table 5 shows, the

average number of ethnic newspapers and magazines read was

1.83 in 1976and 1.79 in 1980-81, virtually the same.

Almost three quarters of the panel said they read at least

one ethnic newspaper or magazine in 1980-81. Some 26.3%



TAOLE 5

CHANGES IN THE USE OF ETHNIC PRINT NEDIA1

No.
used 1976 1980-81

Newspapers Magazines Both Both

None 128 (33%) 148 (38%) 112 (29%) 95 (24%)

1 79 (20%) 71 (18%) 79 (20%) 103 (26%)

2 70 (18%) 31 ( 8%) 58 (15%) 75 (19%)

3 34 ( 9%) 6 ( 2%) 38 _(10%) 61 (16%)

4 or more 29 ( T%) 7 ( 2%) 64 (16%) 53 (14%)

Missing info 52. (LA) 129 (33%) 41 (10%) 5 ( 1%)

Total: 392 (100%) 392 (100%) 392 (100%)392 (100%

Average: 1.83 1.79

Percentage reading more ethnic
magazines and newspapers 37%

Percentage reading fewer ethnic
magazines and newspapers

Percentage reading the same number

27%

36%

1. Separate questions were asked on the mail questionnaire
for newspapers and magazines in 1976. Many people left one

or the other blank, and these are listed in the table as

missing data in the separate totals. For the combined 1976

total, missing information was coded as zero unless both

were left blank (10%). It is likely that pqpple left it

blank when theyread no papers or magazinesP In the 1980-81

survey a single question was asked for both ethnic
newspapers and magazines.
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read one, 19.2% read two and 15.6% read three. Almost 15%

read four or more ethnic publications. Looking at

individual changes, we find 37% of our panel reporting no

change, with 37% read4ng more and 27% reading fewer ethnic

publications.

People's use of ethnic publications is hampered by

language problems often tirres. One man said he gets

Hungarian Herik and scans it, but "I really don't read

Hungarian too well anymore.' A Lebanese woman said she

doesn't read Arabic but does read the church paper and an

English-language Lebanese journal. Another Lebanese woman

said, "I can't read Arabic, but luckily I can speak it." At

the other end of the scale are respondents who consurre large

numbers of ethnic print material. A Ukrainian man with a

voracious appetite for such material said he regu'larly reads

10 publications of his ethnic group.

In addition to the newspapers listed on the interview

schedule and questionnaire, we asked whether respondents

read any other ethnic newspapers or magaqines regularly. As

Table 4 shows, many of the ethnic groups' lists illustrate
tl*`*

the same diversity that exists among the general circulation

magazines in the U.S.--daily and weekly newspapers, general

family magazines, children's and youths' magazines,

fraternal publi.cations, professional ethnic grouO magazines,

church and other religious newsletters and magazines,

scholarly journals, weekly news magazines, women's

magazines, and political and patriotic publications.

;-)
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ior panel asked toi change.; they had in incil

ethnie nedia in recent years. Some 8.2% said there were

fewer ethnic papers, radio programs, or ethnic media in

general, while 4% cite:O an increase. A Polish inn) said, "We

don't have a cleveland paper anymore, but the other

publications are stable." A t;reek respondent said the two

.;reek papers didn't even exist four years ago, at the time

of the first survey, and another aoted that Greek radio

programs had droRped because of lack of advertisers. A

Ukrainian Indy noted a similar drop in radio programs

directed to.her ethnic group, and the remaining one is at an

invonvenient early morning hour, she added.

Another 8% of the sample noted a general improvement in

the quality of their ethnic media, and 4% said their media

were more informative. For example, a Hungarian man who

noted there were fewer Hungarian radio programs said that

the remaining Hungarian papers are "getting mint() better." A

Hungarian youth said hts media "are more professional" and

another said "they try to gear thwnselves to young

Hungarians." A woman in her late 50's said Lithuanian media

are "more eurrent today," and another. said Lithuanian adio

prograal; are "perfert." One man said there wa!, bettor nitnio

and "move up-lo.date" new3 in omanian media because the

audienee i, better ed6cated, Another Romanian noted an

1 ino oveJitill t 1 ri riP p don t wra t I ind -;.1 MO re far t ua

product. f.reet, media alio have become more inforMative, ono

tiot d. A I ebant . to. h.1 id hvr Inedi a proyi dod "Imre

t,)11.011')11on the ^,iiiddle .c.t." and she weleomed that.



Several Irish respondents said Irish publications have

maiutaieed a high standard and Aeem to be more professional

And more ir.formative. They're also "amre outsvoken, one

man added. The Irish'Bulletin does a "great jobf" one wmnan

said.

Other changes noted were: ethnic media are more

professional, media support ethnic traditions and customs

noise now, ethnic media are more international, and ethnic

laedia are more "Americanzed." A Slevene respondent noted

an increa:le in the use a( Inglish in ner newspapers, and a

P.omanian woman said her group's media were "more modern"

bevatp!C of their "appeal to the youager generation." One

middle-aged man slid his group's radio programs "seek to

draw more Americans into the programming than just Poles."

(The mao said that "6reek media have been oriented toward the

coaumnity rather than the Greek population as a whole." A

Hungaride said "the leadership has changed but the content

has not..'

, we aI30 asked for suggested changes our panel would

reoalnend for their ethnic media, and 27.8% offered one or

more. Almost 17% of our panel suggested "more" of something

was needed, from more ethnic newspapers and radio programs

to particular content. 1..espondents cited the need for more

ethnic news, music. and cultural content such as histoTy,

'eduration and plays, and children's or youth-oriented

programs.

Changes in the staffs or perform.anee of ethnic media

wer- suggested by 8.7% of our,panel: staffs should be more
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profess:opal, the Dow; lhoold he 1Pqq biasPd and mor- sideq

presented, ethnic languages should be used more often, more

news should be presented from the "mother country," and

religion, and ethnic cflurches should receive better coverage.

Better distribution for newspapers and better scheduling for

radio programs also were cited. Some pointed to a need for

mere publicity about the ethnic media themselves. Following

are some of the suggestions for particular ethnic media:

Greek Media:
"Direct broadcasting from Greek radio stations
would be nice, especially news programs."
*Pt story hour for people in simple Greek language
was suggested by a woman in her early 40's.
*Greek media :Ishould be more.akjective in their
coverage, and they should have a cbmics section,"
one mon noted. **

'"Add more culture; educallonal content on TV, and
more music on the radio, others said.

Hungarian Media:
' "Try La get morepeople inyolved who have
communication experience," a youth suggested.
*1:They need to diversify into English publicatiob's
and Hungarian programs/publications."
-*More Hungarian media are needed, particularly yor
o lder people.
"They should be more proud of nationalities history\'
as part of American history," One man noted.
*Hungarian newspapers should emphakize cultural
things more and political matter's less, one Tan
suggested.
.*Do a better job of advertising what's happening.
*Provide mws,paper coctions for younger people.

Irish Media:
'Provide mure current news of Ireland, one woman
said.
"Mute arts, plays, munie, news are needed. several
said.
*Make the news "less one-sided," one woman said.
"Cover the war in the North more," a lady said.
*More public relations is needed to let the

commeity in general know about the existence of
Irish media. a woman said.
*Pot more Irtah plays on television, one suggested.

;\
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Ukraininn Media:
' *More Ukrainian media are needed, and they should IA:

stronger and "fight for the Ukraine," one person
said.
*"The style of writing and format could be
improved," one lady sold. "The articles-are too
wordy and the headlines are not catchy.i"
"We need more nationality radio and an all-day
ethnic station."
*"More Ukrainian radio programs at later times in
the day" are needed, said one woman, "plus ethnic
programs should be on TV."
*"They should modernize their philosophical
viewpoints," a Ukrainian in his 30's suggested..

Italian Media:
*"The best thing they could do is make it more
English oriented, possibly a translation newspaper,"
said a mab in his mid 30's.
*People should be contacted by mail and other means
to let them knuw about the radio programs.
"I would like to 'hear more news about Italy," an
elderly amn said.
*Moee radio programs are needed.

Polish Media:
*"They shoula play muTe European music rather than
U.S. Polish musi.-" on the radio,vone man said.
*Ethnic radio programs "do too much talking," one
man said.
"Beyides music, they should have traditional
programs with language, books, translations, etc.
Should offer visibility to ethnic-activities such as
debutante balls. Many du not know of their Polish
heritage," a 50-year-old man said.
*Iirprove Ow hours of radio programs and improve the
quali,ty .64 Polise-spoken.
*Polish peoPle and lheir.cnedia must be "cohesive" in
trying to reach thelr goals.

Slovene Media:
*"As fors the radio programsothey could do with
-fewer poJkz;i- bands imd play more vocals," one person
said.
*"Fthiries dhould get together and buy a radjo
station," said a man in his early-'30's. 170ible TV
Nouldibe good, Bring in movies from Yugoslavia."
*"More community interest is needed."
*"IA'.ss advertiaing, more music from Slovenia, more
classical music," were suggested 6y one Rprsort.
4"More articLes on lodges."
*Mefe magazines and European 6ews also were
suggeated.

4Jit
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t itimantan Wdie:
*Have more media available LI- different times.
*More variety is needed, one ,person suggested.
*Lithuanian media should "be mare objective once in

a while," a man said.
:We need more'Lithuanian radio program and a
"better chance for all ethnic groups to be heard,"
said a Lithuanian woman in her mid 30's.
*"They should 'pay attention to young people, because
they will have to carry on the traditions," one
woman said.
*A woman who said Lithuanian radio is "perfect"
added that Lithuanian newspapers "should stick to
local news."
*One woman suggested that more young people write
aq0.he active in't ithuanian
"Lertain items should be Ja both lapguages,
Lithuanian and English,P one man,..said.

C7erh Media:
*We "need more locaf Czech activities in the paper."
*"We must face reality and upgrade the quality and

sophistication of our media. They must 'ae betler
teducated and modernized," lone. woman said.
osivbre old tradition" is neede4d.
"Play old-time f.:zech music instead of rock and
roll," a man said.
*"kcords are in bad condition (on e I. hnic. radit5) and

the quality of music" is affected.
*ivlore daily Czech radio programs are needed.

Furtheraiore, a lejbanese woman s6id her media should

have "more tiews about Lebanon- there's so much trouhle

there." nd a lOmanian respondent said there should be

"more aiodern appeal to the younger generation."

'Cable television is the newest medium to serve ethnic

audiences; and our panel show3 considerable interest in the

polsibiltiy. Respundent'; were gskediwhether they would

subsoribe to (sable TV if e*bnip progra,os were available. In

the ie. uod sinvey, of th-r panel got rahle TV, and 37%

s,11.1 tbey, deftnit ,ly or problbly mould subscribe wert.! athnic

prograalmoo av illnnlo. An atinitimial ItP/6 said "maybe" and

satd they probably xetld nut sqhscribe.

ropy would nut iub:seribe.

5 3
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Who t t y .)f if i py ogr ns Would Oil r patio I e

Pf on cab le TV? Many suggest i ons we re made. Among the

most popular were: ethnic dancing; music of, al I types;

cultural programs- -tr4dit ions, folklore, etc.; news :Ind

publi^ affairs programs; history; roovies; anti theater-drama.

These were ei ted by so,ueone f Tom almost a I 1 et lin i c groups.

AHo favored b), represent at iv e s of about ha I f Of the groups

were: variety programs; pol tiro] content; travel shows,
edocat iona I progrwns; and enter t a i nme nt /comedy programs .

ut hers cited we're: ',port s language lessons , book reviews

ti literature; fest ;; documentar i es ; poet ry; cooking;

opera ; biographi es; r ial ; ta k shows; pane Is; chi !dr en '

SIION/3 ; arehi t ect u i e; Peor101111 c a ; lame shows; re I OU

r Lig r an ; Jaz / f r WTI u r opt: , Pt C .

Many ot t ht preferences weTe qui t e spec i f ie. A

hudn i a i re :,pondent said he wou Id I ke to see Li thuani an

pr og ra or; "but wi t hoot the st r ings at F. ached." 1 ri sh

rf' zipuildellt '3 cited programs about St. Patrick's Day, programs

from novel ; such a.; "Trim ty," Iv i sh reels, step dancei

hi I ee & raldine Fitzgerald and Irish

street Ioni);, and hi ;tory of the Irish in America. A

c neIe Ina n a d he wou d like to ge t p r °grams f rola I eh t U n

o ' I f they were in F rench, but not Arab ic. And another

' eb ine.;e woman said she woo Id I ike to see not oid y ! ebanese

dinci ig but ;o that nf ot her groups such as the (A. eeks and

ukr ,;;i d she woo Id I Ike to 5e e prow ams f rom

t he 'Okra ine but wily i I t hey "woo ! d not come ! h [uss i an

r op . " tonna r ii w()W lit 1,1 he r r I y i1.11 :1 S.:I I d she
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wouid iiKe to see older auvies from Hungary but "not

recently done ones; they are all stilted." A Greek woman

said she would like to see news about Greeks in South

Aiwrica and in ,'anado. One r.dspondent said "Greek TV's not

very good," and another said he would like le see "ancient

(,reek dramas brought back--film of Greece, not typical Greek

progralls."

We specificdllv asked whether our panel would like to

see TV programs from the "mother country" and 80% of those

respondiog to the question said yes .

n.t er peC ,umi I ( 'oltmun i cat ion-

Net; t Ethnics Together:
_ _ _
The opportunities fur face-to-face comunication among

ethnics occur in a variety of situations--neighborhoods,

churches, organizations. l_thnic groups also depend on such

interpersonal coinnunication networks to coordinate their

activities. Deuts,eh (71964) notes that coffmunication links

thin groups reflect the extent to which an individual is

integrated within that group or t'oalnuility. Stildies by

Kutner .1916) and laumAnn J975) place importance on such

Interpersonal comounication networks Jr) friendship and

participat.ion in voluotarv .urganirations i(1 the analysis of

lam:mann U97i) identified friendship networks as

loterto(kiag dud towel rtniiii sonial groups more congenial

to the emerg.'w.e of soil) aetworks. Kutner's k1976)4work on

vultnitaly orgwiliatinn participation alio indicated that

:la 1 k tridt inn Was related to ethnic
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lentity and other ictdrs like involvement in intoiffial

social networks.

In our survey, several measures tap the extent to which

our panel participants are linked to gther ethnirs. In both

surveys we asked respondents to indicate how many of their

close friends were of the.snme ethnic group. In 1980, 19%

3aid ahmst all their friends were of the ,IIUMQ group, while

28% said about two thirds were and 21% about half.

Comparing this with the 1976 figure, we find a slight

increase in the overall average, though an examination of

individual changes flock 28% indicating more ethnic friends

an(1 28% indirating fewer ethnir friends; no changes were

found for 45% of the panel (See Table 6).

Organizational membership has always been important in

the Unit9d States, and we asked our panel in both surveys to

list the ethnic social, religious and cultural groups to

which they belonged. rhough there was a slight drop in the

overall average, only 19% reported no groups and some cited

as many as eight organizations. No change was found for 35%

of our panel, while 43% reported jewer organizations and-2P%

more organizations. About 8% cited five or. more

organizations, 21% cited three or four, 19% cite(J two and

52% cited one ';ee Table 7). About a third of our sample

liated an ethnic: church or church group among the ethnic

organizations to whic, Licy helonged. Thus, the church

remains a central plair ol interaction within the ethnic

community. For bome group% the church remains the major
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TABLE 6

CHANGES IN ETHNIC FRIENDSHIP NETWORK

--- .- -

Percentage of friends
from same ethnic group 1976
.....

Almost all 88

About two thirds 85

' About half 85

About. a third 67

Very few 62

None 2

Missing information 3

Total 392

1
Average:

1980-81

75 (19%)
111 (28130

81 (21%)
57 (15%)
53 (10)
9 ( 2%)
6 ( 2%)

392 (100%)

3.17 3.18

Percentage with more ethnic friedds 28%
Percentage with fewer ethnic friends , 28%
Percentage with,no change 45%

1 To compute the average, none:0; very few=1, about a

third-.2; about half=3; about two thirds:4; almost all=5.

1

5 7

.3 .)
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TABLE 7

CHANGES IN ETHNIC CRGANIZATIONAL PARTICIPATION

No. of ethnic social,
. religious ac cultural
organizations belong to: 1976 1980-81

None 24 ( 6%) 75 (19%)

1 129 (33%) 127 (32%)

2 92 (23%) 76 (19%)

3 65 (17%) 52 (13%)

4 63 (16%) 29 ( 7%)

5 or More 10 ( 3%) 31 ( 8%)

Missing information 9 ( 2%) 2 ( 1%)

Total: 392 (100%) 392 (100%)

\\ Avet-age-r-

Percentage belonging to- fewer

organizations
Percentage belonging to more

organizations
Percentage with no rhange

Percentage belonging
to ethnic church

43%

-23%,

35%

179 (46%) 176 (32%)
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tiltallolloh since geographicEilly-defined'ethnic

neighborhoods do not exist for them..

The range of ethnic groups cited by our panel

illustrates the ',diversity of ethnic life. Included are:

religious groups (e.g., Polish Roman Catholic Union),, lodge;

and fraternal groups (e.g., Slovene Fraternal Lodge,

Lle'eland Society of Poles) , political groups (e.g. ,

Hungarian i.epublican Club, Hungarian Freedom Fighters

Federation). cultural groups (e.g., Italian Sons 6: Daughter!,

of Ariv!rica, Irish Cultural Institute, Ukrainian Cultural

Socnety), elderly groups (e.g.. Lithuanian Senior,Citizen

Club). youth scoi groups (e.g., Hungarian Girl Scouts,

ithuanian Scoots Association), language groups (e.g,

Hungarian Language School), sports groups (e.g.. Hungarian

Athletic t uo-,- I l-rho an t an Sk-ietub--)i dan-ce groups (e .-g

Sezatoarea dance group, Lithuanian Folk ,Art Ensemble), Yout")

groups (e.g.. CSU Lithuanian Club), professional groups

(e.g, Ukrainian Business and Professional organization,

Ukrainian Medical Association), men's and women's groups

(e.g., Association (if Polish Women, a Ukrainian Catholic

"d-
Murrh men's club), veterans and military groups (e.g.,

Polish legion of American Veterans), qmsical groups (e.g..

Halloo ;toying Society), loci it clubs (e.g., West Side

Irish-American Club), and man) others.

Neighborhoods remain the center of activities for many

etOn.,!s io the nrea, and, among oor panel

)articipant;. there 1,; a slight increase in the percentage

o' neilhbois Irma) the !),,,n ctAmIc (poop, as Table 8 show.
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A fifth ot the panel said none of their neighbors were troll,

the same group, while an additional 47% said very few were.

Some 19% said a third or fourth of their neighbors shared

.thelr ethnic background, while 12%'said from half to all ot

their neighbors were of the same group. We asked

respondents whether they thought they lived in an othnie

nolghborhood and almost_ 39% said yes. We then asked what

ethnic groups were represented in their, neighborhood.

Almost 30% cited their own ethnic group, and 34% cited ()tie

r_astrn European ethnic groups. Some 4% cited Blacks ari,d

2.5% cited Asian pthnics. Other groups cited were:

"Americans, WASIls," 4%; Jewish, 2.5%; and Hispanics, 2%.

Ithnie C'ultural Patterns--
38% keel Closer to Heritage:

People's ethnic culture covers a lot of ground, fro'.

language to customs, and from such common daily behavior

cooking to feelings about one's personal ethnic identity.

In the first survei we found considerable evidence that im

people continued their ethnic practices: almost a third of

respondents' children spoke the ethnic language, more

half of the respondents talked to their children about the,

ethnie heritage very often or "sometimes"; almost hall of

the 1976 sample were either very fluent or moderately flu:.

in their ethnic language: 27% spoke the language at hole.

the time or "usually"; four in ten thought the ethnic

language was very important; about half cooked ethnic fee,:

every day or at least twice a week; and at least three

quarters observed OHO or more ethnic holidays or festival

Furthermore, a series of items tapped people's ethnic



TABLE 8

NOVI .1v1: NT IN AND OW Or LIHNIC NE IGHBO-WOODS

..
Percentage of Neighbors
from same f.thnic 73roup

Almost- all
About two thirds
About half
About a third
Very few
None
Missing information

Average1

-

1976
----- -

1980-81

10 ( 3%) 5 ( 1%)

13 ( 3%) 11 (

22 ( 6%) 30 ( 8%)

65 (17%) 74 (19%)

199 (51%) 183 47%)

79. (20%) BO (20%)

4 ( 1%) 10 ( 2%)

1.28 1.28

Percentage citingnaclaraguT
Percentage citing fewer ethnic

neighbors 20%
Percentage citing more ethnic

neighbors 21%
_ -----

ro computo the average, 0. none; 1 very few; 2-,

about a third; 5- about half; 4- about two thirds;

almost al I ethnic group.:5.



Identity-30% strongly agreed with the statement "if my

ethnic heritage were taken away from me, I would feel lost,"

and 26% gave the same response to the statement that "Nily

ethnic culture strongty affects my daily life."

In our second survey, we asked people whether they felt

rinser to other ethnics or more distant. This aeasure was

designed to capture changes in the extent to which people

identified with their ethnic culture. As Table 9 3hows,

more than half of the sample said they felt about the

"same." Several respondents pointed out that four years is

not really a very long LIMV. However, 8% felt more distant,

and 57% elnser, including 22)b who said they feel "much

closer" to othersethnics than they did four years

previously.

Until recently, two imo-rtan-t a-asumptiona have been

made by many scholars concerned with ethnicity: first, that

ethnicity was something associated with premodern stages of

national development and would fade with modernization; and,

secondly, that aashnilationdropping one's ethnic

culture- was a one-way, irreversible process. Both are now

being questioned.

Manifestations of ethnicity in modern societies were

coosider.:d vestige,; of the premodern past or some form of

retrogression. Terms such as "reactionary movements" and

"breakdowns" were applied. However, this notion has been

set aside in recent years as scholars have noted that ethnic

group artivities seem to be rational strategies for dealing

with contemporary problems in audern societies (Hei.;I.er,

r:.
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19/I ). Horowi tz 0.9/7) notes that the emerging sociological

v tw oi ethnic groups st resses the fluidity and variabi lity

of ethnic. ident i t ies a-nd relationships. The de f ini t ions and

houndar les of ethnic cfroups do var y over t i me as groups

absorb, merge wi th or merge into other groups. Some group'ss

ai3o divide or subgroups reject the wider ent i ty. Exploring

thi si tuat tonal , or contextual nature of ethnici ty,

Horovn tz ( 1977) point, to the interplay between cul tura!

rev i va I s , and changes in the bounder i es and con 11 ict

re lat tonships of ethnic groups. A movement to revive an

ethnic her tage is of ten the response to ei ther growing

f ferenci at ion wi thin the group ',so that it is breaking up

into subgroup.; and losing the larger identity) or to growrng

as5imilatiun (the drifting apart of subgroups or the

blurrilg of boundaries between groups). Groups threatened

with differentiation turn to the past to reduce their

diversity, pointing to cmnmon origins and ancestors; ethnir

group; threatened with assimilation turn to their history to

affirm !heir di.3tinctiveness. The latter prospect would

4,eem to ucl the current revival of interest in et,mic

heritages io the United S!ates.

We als.o asked the panel fur ethnic holidays and

frStkal; celebrated, we find an increase from an

of 1.66 1976 to 2.28 in 1980. Looking at

ad m lu m l Ii f tere,icr find Y-.)1) ;.elebratinq about the

lame number. 58% celehroling more and 2/46 Celebrating fewer

holiday', and festival.. ,teligiouI holidays dominated the

Ilt 1 r mos' thnic group!, partieularly .hristmas And
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IV

TAt-31E 9

IANtIt'S IN PATTtitNS

Number of ethnic
holidays/festival;
celebrated 1976 1980-81

None
1 - 2

i - 4

', or omre
sing information

Total:

91 214%) 83

206 54%) 182

55 (14%) 61

27 7%) 62

15 8

392 591.

Average: 1.66 2.28

Percentage celebrating more
Percentage celebrating fewer
Percentage celebrating Saffie

- .-

Perecived enanges In

t tholc Identification:

---

3W%
27%
5510

fee I inuch more diitant from ethnic group 9
( 2%)

fee 1 a hit ,nore di ;tan! from ethnic group 22 k 6%)

fee ohout the same 215 04%)

tee I 5;t closer to ethnic group 57 (15%)

tee 1 omch closer to ethnic group 87 (22%)

1v1; :.:1 iq 1 o tonna t Lin 4 1%)

total 392
--

41n t;10 tirst fthnic identifieation was tapped by a

;erics ol items which wet,. then used to compile an index.
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raster or saints' days. However, many observances ha,.

political overtorces. Most of th holidays included in the

ethnic calendax of the Cleveland Ethnic Directory 1980

were cited by one or more of our respondents. We also asked

respondents in the 1980-81 survey whether they had ever

vi3ited the People's & Cultures store in the Flats or gone

on one of the group's ethnic tours. While the majority of

respondents had done neither, about a fourth had visited the

store and less than 10% taken one of tne ethnic tours.

Changes in cultural patterns also are evident in the

responses to the open-ended question that began the

interview- How would you say your own life as a

Wkrainian-American) has changed in the past four years or

so? By quantifying these responses, we find that 9% were

more active in ethnic groups and 4% less active; 4% observe

more ethnic customs and traditions; 1% speak the ethnic

language more often and 1% less often; W% traveled to the

t

"mother country" during that period; 11% feel more ethn i c or

have wore interest in their heritage and V% have less

interest and feel more Americanized; 2% have more ethnic

friends and 2% fewer ethnic friends (See Table 7, Appendix

thin c vled I a image
Some Posi ti ve Change Seen:

_

The position of the alas; Jodia is a controversial one.

Do the media affect the images we have of each other and

ourselves through ethnic portrayals and news reports?-0r du

the media Terely reflect the blemished, imperfect images we
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have of each other? Lertainly we'll not answer this

complicated question here, but concern with their media

images is found across a. broad range of ethnic groups.

Shaheen (1980) points out that Arab stereotypes in the

American media are "inaccurate and unfair." Nbst TV

programs portray Arabs as cruel, cowardly, sex-mad and

decadent- either as white slave'traders attempting to abdurt

beautiful Anerican virgins for some harem or blood-feuding

Bedouins. He suggests that the image of the "Ugly Arab" is

nui the result of a coespiracy but the fact that there are

no Arab-Amer leans WI' 1 t I ny III ',to! lywood.

Hisoanie Nner ans are di .satisfied with the crioe

coverage /q their comaunities and don't think Hispanic

aocomplishments get enough attention; however, overall, they

are satisfied with loeal media as sources of information

according to a survey of 1,700 adults, primarily in the

1

Southwe
7

st. Both Anglos and Hispanics believed there

were more media portrayals of Mexican-Americans doing bad

things than good things'.

During a talk in '.1e'veland in 1979, Charles R. Rivera,

editor-in-chief of Nue;tro. a maga/iae for U.S. latins. told

the audience his publication was trying to promote positive

.mayes. "We want the media and decision makers to know that

lations have as much talent in any given area as any other

group in soolety," Rivera said. dose A. Pena, then

president of the Spanish-American Comnittee in Cleveland,

criticized the local nedia and said negative events of the

18
1;1 pa!I COM1011 i t y us tla I ly (jet coverage. fliere



. 11%1 Jtj i uy i fviCt! .1 wilt eLuni yl oUp,

ob)ertions to media images, such as the,negative stereoty,

of Slays Nevak, 1971) and of Catholic imnigrants--Iri .h.

Italians, Poles, and Sivs--in.U.S. textbooks (Braraitis,

1977).

ivedia images of ethnics can be important, because one'

self-image has been shown to be greatly determined by

eva1uations received from tne media and other sources. A

person will respond favorably to a ptsitive evaluati.on whicti

satisfies needs fur seIf-esteem and will respond unfavorab1y

to a negative evaluation (Jones, 1973; Katz, 1974). Fears

about the consequences of media stereotypes are rai4 by'

Tan (1980), whose correlational study found -a relationship

between TV use and several traits used bY Ameri-cfin and

Chinese co1len students to describe Aaericans; heavy TV

viewers in the Chinese sample characterized Americans as

pleasure-loving and materialistic. Different,social group's

tend to hold similar values because of intra-group

communication and access to common channels of information

'oNheeler, 1971). The media have been found to be quite

influential in creating and disseminating group stereotL.

aaves, 1975).

There appears to be consilerabie agreement within

ethnic group.; on the components of their own stereotype ot

image, although there is consiJerable variance on how wi

or intensely an ethnic or racial stereotype is held

i 6 r i g h a m , 1 9 7 1 ) . L t h n i c images have I I more reliable and



predictable effect probably because in consensus there Is

%

antiLipnted group support" (Gardner, 197:.144).

In the 1976 survey of Cleveland ethnics, we -found that

conscious identifirat(on with one's ethnic group did not

appear to relate to how people felt the inedi a portrayed

them, except that those who were not U.S. cjtizens tended to

ennsHer their apdia images as being unfavorable (Jeffres

and Hut., 19791.

In both surveys we a;ked respondent.s whether they

thought the imago of their ethnir group presented in th-e

,flecita ( D./ , ractio, inagaines) was positive,

neutral, or negative. looking only at those included in the'''

panel, we find -55% of respondents believed their image was

neutril in 1976 and 14% in 1980-81. As Table 10 shows,

whIle 51% of the panel 'iaw p0 s it I v image,s in 1976: .57% did

four years later. The percentage who thought their ethnir

group had unfavorable images in the media was about tho szom

for both years._ A t;rf_fek woman made the following collinent:

"I feel tq'e film industry has never done
justice to .reel.( history. I feel xadio ands
TV anchormen have not presented the Greek
news justly to the American public. The

(;reek :)rthodox and Eastern jrthodox religion

is never inentioned in the media, whereas all
cgnsileration ts given to all otiler

Inv overall change is negligible. Some 30% ihink their

imago has gotten worse and 52% believe iheir image has

improved, while 38-% think It has'rlemained the same. The

fig.ure:, suggest that, though the chani,s are minor, people
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,'t IAN( i ) 114 Pti:i D tvE-1) f A 'IcvlAGE. OF L IHN1CS

laulqo of t thnic ,;roup

Seen 'in the \las; Media: 1976 1980-81

Very favorable 40 (101)) 39. (10%)

Somewhat favorable 81 (21%) 104 (27%)

Neutral \neither favorabFe
. nor' unfavorable) 137 (35%) 132 (311%)'

Somewhat anfa-orable -79 (20%) 79 (20%)

Very unfavoraole 19 ( 5%) 23 ( 63'o)

Mi;sing information: 36 ; T%) 15 ( 4%)

rotal 592. (100%) 592 (100%)

Average: 5.12 3.36

Percentage indicating no change 38%

Percentage indicating more
favorable image 32%

Percentage indicating less
favorable image 30%

lhe average Is based oh the following scale: 1=very
unfavorab1e,2-somewhat unfavorable; 3;-neutral; 4somewhat

favorable; ¶).-very favorable.

(,9



feel somewhat better about what they see. Casual observers
.A

would likely find no national or international trend toward

an improved or worsening image for most of the groups,

excnpt perhaps for the Polish-American cominunity, during,

this period. During the four ye'ars intervening between the

two surveys, a.Polish Cardinal became Pope John Pau) 11 and

this seemed to -suppress many of the previously casual ethnic

jukes which depicCed Polish-Amer cans In unfavorable ways.

In the 1976 survey, 16% of Polish-Americans thought their

Jiedia image was favorable. 25% thought it was neutral and

AI% said it was negative. In 1980, 32% thought their media

image was favorable, 29% said it was neutral and only 36%

thought it wasinegative. The sample size is small but the

3hift is substant.ial.

.2overing the Lthnic Comnunities--
Press Hi,ghest,but TV_Improves:

If many ethnics are critical of their media Image, how

,dn they rate the media perfo-rmanee in covering their local

couniunities9 One might expect that high ethnic

identification combindd with a perceived negative image in

the mas3 media would produce negative evalua,.ons ;f. media

performance.

In both surve,s we asked the panel to rate how good a

jqb television stations, Jhe Plain Dealer and the Cleveland

Pres; do in covering their. ethnic cmanunitins. Both timed',

our respondents rated the Press ds.doing the best job,

tollOwed by the Plain Dealer and lastly loyal IV statict.

Whilo 54% of the panel thought the Piess did a good or ver'y



good job in 1976, the figure was 3716 four years later. For

the Plain Dealer 19% thought it did a good or very good job

in both survey's. For television, 60% thought a poor or very

poor job was done in 1976, compared to only 52% in 1980-81.

looking at individual chang.es, we fimd 39% of the TV ratings

to be in more favorable dir'.ictions, compared to 35% of the

changes in evaluations of the Cleveland Press and29% of

those for the Plain Dealer (See Tablv 11).

Our panel consists of avid media consumers, with a

slight decrease in TV viewing and little change in nemnpaper

readership duriog the four year period ameog our panel. As

Table 12 shows, while two thirds of the 1976 sample read tWo

newspapers at least once a week, the figure was 60% four

years later. Individual difference scares show 13%'reading

more and 17% reading less, with 70% indicating no change in

readership. Attention to individual newspapers shows m

slight decrease in readership of the Cleveland Press and a

slight increase in readership of the Plain Dealer. At the
ey

time of thu second survey, the Press had yet to beg,in its

poklicdtion of a Sunday edition. We also find a decrease in

readership of the Sun weekly newspaper. In 1976 our panel

watched an average of 19.7 hours each week, a figure that

dropped to 17.2 hours four years' later. Individual

differeflee scores show 55% watching less TV per week, 33%

wat.'hing more and 7% indioatifig no change (See Table 13).

What about the rale of metro mass media9 Certainly

metropolitan mass media provide out-group linkages for

ethni(:s and would strengthen inte'r-g,roup links while
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rABLE 11

CHANGES IN EVALUATIONS Gf NEDIA PERFORMANCE

How good a job media
do in covving ethnic
community 1976

Television
very good job

.12

good job 21

fair job 92

poor job 105

very poor job 130

missing information 32

Cleveland Press
very good job 39

good job 93

fair job 130

poor job 48

very poor job 33

... missing information 49

Plain Dealer'
very good job 9

good job 65

fail job 108

pooriji§lb 79

veryIboor job 72

missing information 59

2

1980-81

( 3%) 15 ( 4%)

( 5%) 45 (11%)
(23%) 106 (27%)
(27%) 108 (28%)
(33%), 95 (24%)
( 8%) 23 ( 6%)

(10%) 51 (13%)
(24%) 96 (24%)
(33%) 112 (29%)
(12%) 35 ( 8%)

( 0%) 19 ( 5%)

(13%) 81 (21%)

,

( MI) 12 ( 3%)

(17%) 63 (16%)
(28%). 119 (30%)

(20%) 91 (23%)

(18%) 61 (16%)
(15%) 46 (12%)

Average evaluations: 1976 1980-81

Television
Cleveland Press
Plain Dealer

2.1 2.4

3.2 3.4

2.6? 2.6

1 Looking at objective changes in media evaluations, we

find the following: television, 39% no change, 23% less
favorable, 39% more favorable; Cleveland Press, 39% no

change, 26% less favorable, 3544) more favorable; Plain

Dealer, 39% no change, 32% less favorable. 29% more

lavorable.The average evaluations are computed using the following
scale, lrvery poor, 2=poor job; 3,fair job; 4=good job;

very good job. All percentages in the table are based on

the t9tal .iample of

v
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TABLE 12

CHANGE 6\1 READERSHIP CF NETRU NEWSPAPERS

Paper read 3: frequency: 1976

Cleveland Preas

1980-81

Every day 243 (62%) 235 (60%)

Every other day 18 ( 5%) 22 ( 6%)

Once a week 22 ( 6%) 10 ( 3%)

Less often 50 '(13%) 31 ( 8%)

Don't read or
missing i,iformation 59 (15%) 94 (24%)

Total: 392 (100%) 392 (100%)
1

Average:, 3.37 3.22

Percentage reading more often: 10%

Percentage reading less often: 23%

Percentage reporting no change: 67%

Plain Dealer
Every day 237 (60%) 278 (71%)

Every other day 29 ( 7%) 22 ( 6%)

Once a week 71 (18%) 38 (10%)

1 ess of ten 19 ( 5%) 11 ( 3%)

Don't read or
missing information 36 ( 9%) 43 (11%)

Total: 392 (100%) 392 (100%)
1

Average: 3.36 3.58

Percentage reading more often: 19%

Percentage reading less often: 14%

Percentage reporting no change: 68%

Sun weekly newspaper
Every week 176 (45%) 142 (36%)

Every other week 20 ( 5%) 9 ( 2%)

Once a month 25 ( 6%) 22 ( 6%)

Less often 76 (19%), 35 ( 9%)

Don't read or
mis3Ing information 95 (24%) 184 (47%)

Total 392 (IOU%) 392 (100%)
2

Average: 2.98 2.45

Percentage reading more often: 13%

Percentage reading less often: 47%

Pf.rcentage reporting no change: 40%

Wimher uf daily
newspapers read 1976 1980-81

--

Read one newapaper once
a week or more often 27% 37%

Read two newspapers once
a week or more often 66% 60%

Percentage reading mole daily new3papers 13%

Percentage reading fewer daily newspapers 17%

Percentage reporting no change 70%

1 Average based on scale where 0=don't read, 4,reads daily.

2
Average based on sczle where 0=don't read, 4=reads weekly
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TABLE 13

CHANGES IN TELEVISION VIEWING AND RADIO LIS TENING

No. of hour.; watch
TV each week: 1976 1980-81

.....

0 (e.g.. no TV set) 4 ( 1%) 10 ( T%)
1 - 5 19 ( 5%) 15 ( 4%)
6 - 10 56 (14%) 79 (20%)

11 - 15 66 (17%) 100 (26%)
16 - 20 75 (19%) 63 (16%)
21 - 25 60 (15%) 51 (13%)
26 - 30 56 ( 9%) 30 ( 8%)
31 - 40 30 ( 8%) 27 ( 7%)
41 - 50 18 ( 5%) 11 (

51 or more 6 ( 2%) 3 ( I%)
Missing information 24/

iota!: 392
( 6%) ,

(100%)
3

392
( 1%)
(100%)

Average: 19.73 17.22
Percentage watchjng more TV 33%
Percentage,watching less TV 53%
Percentage reporting no change 7%
Missing informatLon 7%

Total: 392 (100%)

Average number of hours
watch TV per da during
the week(Nbn.-Fti.)

Average number of, hours

2.90 2.44

watch TV on Satur'days 2.64 2.13

Average number ofhours
watch TV on Sunday's 3.22 2.94

No. of hours listen to
radio each day 1976 1980-81

_

None 14 ( 4%) 33 ( 8%)
1 122 (31%) 125 (32%)
,-, 107 (27%). 92 (23%)
3 29 ( 7%) 47 (12%)
4 54 ( 9%) 29 ( T%) *

5 ur more 54 (14%) 60 .(15%)
Nhssing information 32 ( 8%) 6 ( 2%)

. Total: 592 (100%) 392 (100%)
Average: 9.75 2.69
Percentage listenirig more 30%
Percentage lit:tening less 33%-.

Percentage listening the same 57%
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weakening links within groups. Thus, metro mass media

coinnunication could tend to weaken ethnic ties. Shibutani

and Kwan (1965) note that mass coinnunication is likely to

break down the walls of etnocentrism. Graves (1969) and Kim

(1977) show that use of the host country's mass media is

positively related to the innigrant.'s acculturation.

However, later generations may use metrotmedia ethnic

content to reconnect with their ethnic culture; thus, the

position of metro media is not necessarily a simple one.

Ethnic Political Patterns--
Carter in '76, Reagan in '80:

Our panel voted for the winners in all three of the

presidential elections tapped by the two surveys. In 1976

we found that 41% voted for Carter and 36% for Ford, 11%

voting for others or not voting. In 1972, 49% supported

Nixon and 25% N1cGov,ern, 13% not voting or voting for other

candidates. In the second sample We asked for information

about the 1980 presidential election and found 47% of the

panel voting for Reagan and 30% for Carter, with 7% voting

for others or not voting. Our sample showa that much of the

considerable shift between the 1972 and 1976 elections

involved a return of traditional Democrats' to prior voting

patterns.

Partisan affiliatiOn was also tapped in the two panels.

In 1976, 50% of the.panel said they were strong Democrats or

leaned towari Democrat. 20% were Independents, and 19%

Republicans. Four years later; we see a shift towards

Independents and RepoblIcnns. The percentage of Democrats
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dropped to 45%. while 29% srfid they were Independents and

22% Republicans.

In recent years blue collar voters have become much

less tied to the Oemo6ratic party. And an important portion

of this "swing group" is composed of ethnics, who have been

wooed with a variety of campaign teLhnigues. For example,

Nixon and Agri`e-w were viewed as somewhat successful in

attracting ethnle voters on the basis of social issues,

where their opinions were often inconsistent with the more

liberal 'positions of the national Democratic party, e.g..

racial relations. na\tional security. One question raised

here is whether the sh\ft noted is a breakdown of ethnic

political ties. The per\istence of ethnic voting patterns

has been noted i n numerous \places (Wolfinger, 1965; levy and

Kramer, 1973). The disappear nce of such patterns was

expected to accompany the movement of ethnics to the suburbs

and their eventual assimiration. 'However, thu melting pot

character of suburbs may be over-exaggerated (Parenti,

1967). Furthermore, though ethnics mey become acculturated

in relatively homogeneous Nnericanized neighborhoods, they

may not become as3imilated. Acculturation is the

acqui;ition of the native culture; Anerican-born generations

shift their attenti 1
frum old-world cuIture and towards

American events, language, work, dress, recregtion, and Mass

media (Parenti, 1967: 719). Social or structural

assimilation is the integration of ethnics at the primary

level, including marriage, kinship, neighbors, and close
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flends :fInrIon, 1964; Abramion, 1973; (4illo, 1974; ,Mb'i

1976).

Preservation of ethnicity and, the "right to he

different" often requtres political activity (Rubin, 1976).

In 1976, :.:arter's comment that ethnic neighborhoods should

be maintained may have Invited such'political participation

among ethnics concerned with their situation. it did

provide us with one of the two major ethrtic political issues

in that campaign.. Schermerhorn (1976) describes the

racially tense atmosphere of recent yearS in which the new

focus on ethnicity'has developed. He ar;gues that mass media

have focused on blacks for so long thaCthose of European

extraction have become forgotten people Novak (1971)

describes the feelings of alienation hefld by one large

ethnic group, Poles, who are drawn to,pthnic politics .in, the

competition for jobs, respect and attdntion.

Greeley (1.974) suggests that the!"ethnic defection"

f.rom tlae Democratic standard-bearer. in 1972 be interpreted

as a response to the disparity in imge between party

leaders and their ethnic constituents rather than as direct

evi,dence of an increasing ethnic conservatism. Greeley

a.dds, "We have found no evidence of,peculiarly ethnic racial

hostilities" in data-frmn, several surveys. "What we have

found is that ethnics tend to live in far closer proximity

to blacks than do native Protestant segments of the .

population," he adds. 1'hi3 proxhnity, coupled with tensions

aceompanying di 5ruptive displacements that have occurred in

Amerioan cities, accounts for the invplvement of ethnics in



racial confrontations. Ethnics' attitudes are no less

favorable, and those of low income ethnics are more

favorable, to blacks than are those of native Protst,ants

((reeley, 1974: 201). Fthnics are not the "last bastion of

liberalism" bot it is also a misrepresentation of facts to

pietoire them as a "vangoard of conservatism" 0;reeley, 1974:

202). In 1967 white ethnic Americans were no less liberal-

on the Vietnam war and sometimes more liberal, and never

les- liberal on issues of economic and social welfare than

other AITV r icans.

The second ethnic politieal issue in the 1976

progideetial race between erald "ord and Jimmy Carter

stealined from a comnnellt made by Ford in the second

presidential debate: lord said he did not think that the

'-)Oviet Union dominates Eastern Europe. This was met with

nuch criticism among Poilsh, Hunga,rian, Slovak, and other

[astern Foropean ethnie groups. Roth of these campaiqn

isstle3 were directly relevant to ethnics.

Our analyses show that little difference was found on

awareness or evaloation of rord's ethnic comment, hut

Nixon-Carter voters (those who voted for Nixon in 1972 and

(aoter in 1976) did attribute greater importance to the

stitement. Most !veryone was aware of the statement, and

q5',0 of the Nixon-Carter voters and 95% of other respondents

di;agreed with the statement. rhe Nixon-Carter voters did

differ un the importance of the comuent, will) 52% saying the

raAwnt was nriportant in helping them make up their minds;

onl, i4% of other iespondents attributed much importance to



the statement. Thus, though there was little difference on

agreement with Ford's"comment, u contrast is noted on issue

salience.

About 68% of ottijr respondents and 72% of Nixon-Carter

voters were aware of Carter's "ethnic purity" coinnent before

the election. The difference on agreement, however, is far

more pronounced; while 8W% of the Nixon-Oarter voters

epprtmed of l'arter's ntatt.ment, only 63% of other voters

approved. The mean importance of the cthnnent is also

greater among the Democrats and Independents who voted for

Nixon and Carter. rhos, it would seem that Carter's "ethnie

portly" cwouent had a positive influence among the large

block of Nixon-Democrats and Indepeodents who voted for him.

Since the 1976 presidential debateS had provided one.of

the twO major ethnic political issues, we also asked

respondeots about the significance of the 1980 debates.

This year one of the debates was held in Cleveland, and tHis

factor added further to its local significance. As Table 14

shows, more than 62% wat:-hed all of the Carter-Reagan debate

on TV kind ono person had attended the debate in person. An

additional 17% watched most lf the debate
/
9% a little of

and only 11% none of it, HOWOVIr, the" importance of the

deflate in voting decisions wa%; considerably less than the

attectian given to it. Asked how important that debate was

in making dp their .mnd I iii whom to vote, only V% of the

panel Jaid it was very important, and 13% somewhat

iaipurtaot. Another 17% said it wan only slightly important

and ldi4o sail it wa4 of no importance; 616 didn't watch it at
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FABLE. 14 P

CHANGES IN POLITICAL INVOLVFNENT

Pol. Party Affiliationr: 1976 1980-81

Strong DNaorrat 74 (19%) 88 (22%)
Lean towards Demurral. 12D (51%) 87 (2290
lodependent 79 (20%1 114 (29%)
lean towards Republiran 51 (13%) 48 (12%)
'itrong Republican 22 6%) 39 (10%)
Missing information 46 (12%) 16 ( 4%)

rotal: 392 (100%) 592 (100%)

Vote in 1972 Presidentidl
RieharA Nixon 195 (49%)
GPI) rije Me:10V Orli 99 :.25%)

Others 18 ( 5%)
Never voted S 5 ( 8%)
Milsiog info. 49 (13%)

Total: 592 (100%)
Vote io 1976 Presidential Ulection:

Jimmy Carter 159 (41%)
(lerald rord :42 (56%)
Others 20 ( 5%)
Never voted 22 ( 6%)
Missing info. 49 (12%)

Totat: 392 (100%)
Vote in 1980 Presidential Lleetioel:

Reagan 186 (47%)
Carter 119 (30%)
Anderson 19 ( 5%)
Others 6 ( 2%)
Mi33ing info. 62 (16%)

Total: 392 , (100%)

Attention to Rengan-Carter Clev-eland Debate on TV in 1980:
Didn't watt..:11 any 4i (11%).
Watched a little 54 ( 9M)
Watehed =zit 66 (17%)
Watt-lied all of. Ft 242 (.6240

Attended in ;

person I - )

141i.,sing info. 6 ( 2%)
fotal: 592 (100%)

Importanee of i(eogaii-Cartr Debalo in Making up Mind for
Whom to Vote in 1980:

Didn't watch any ( 6%)
Cr no importaner 65 (50%)
Only slightly

(17%) ,

(13%)
( 9%)
( 6%)

Total: 392 (100%)

Watched Reagan-Anderson Debate in BaltiMore in 1980:

Yes .151 (-59%) No 250 (59%)

important hi
-Smnewhat important 49
Very iaortant 54

Missing info. 24
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atl. We ailo found that nnly 39% had watched any IV

cover-agi. of the Reagan-Anderson debate held in Oaltim,,,e.

Were ethnic issue3 ds important in the 1980

presidential campailo as they were four years earlier?

While we had two explicitly ethnic issues included in the

1976 questioning. none was included in 1980-81 because we

found no single issue Which we thought covered all of the

ethnic groups in the panel. However, there were many

political issues salient to one or another of the ethnic

OA

groups, pr:mariNly in the area of foreign policy.

Furthermore, as a Greek-Americao :espondent noted, the

election wa, filled with ethnic politics:

"01 courtte, (there were ethnic issues irr

the campaign), the attitude of the U.S.
govecnmen4 toward Turkey. It was loaded with
electio'n issues- Poland, Iran, etc.
Yugoslavia was an Issue, attitudes towards

the Irish.,."

One man said that "Carter didn:t receive many Polish

votes becaiise his staff was insensitive to Polish needs in

America." Another Polish respondent noted that "Reagan made

n refere.nce tu the Poles and the Russian crisis in Poland."

An older man in the Polish sample said there were nu

explicit issues, hut_ added that "Democrats seem to favor

ethnics more than Republicans."

ib's said that "Pres'Aint iieagan's entire philosophy is of

oreat hope td those of us who know that the opposing handout

programs lead to presentJday Russian socialism." One

Romanian said hualan rights was an ethnic issue and another

said that "v(eagan was prez,ented as swayed toward' ethnics."

A Romanian man in his mid
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_

foreign po I icy towards the Sov t t tin on and

f_astern F ii rop WI S ea ted as 'a campa,i n i ssue by severa

t titian an respondent s . A t I tlivaiiiIn lady in lw r 40' s

"WIII I t ;it* V.Ind I 11I Chink ahnot captive nations" was.an

I ,:it/P dhd ai ii t her po il t ed to arm:, ne go t iat 1 ons and the

gra i embar pi. A I it titian in lady in her ear I y 50's al so

rhe 'e\t I talks and Mad r 1 La k s . Severa I ltrtigar i iii

I; cit 13soe% inn la r to I hose mentioned by

t nuall e spondeh 1, out a y oong ittrigar I an woman added

t h1 Pres !dent Car ter. Iiiinse I f was an i s sue because 'Iv,

.; a riwo the crown of it . eptien, to Hungary. Other young

hingarlins cited Afqhani;tan ar,' the situation in Poland and

it L 'tor oomun it count i 0 z, ma I r one was t he 31 tuaL

of comillinist domination 1al t ern Ipr ape iii re fere nee t

I On

rioht,z, In port lou kir the ;4;iiir J -Tonference. iii I i Lary.-

rradinr;.,, and fedora! nwlmrt of nationalities," said
t

Ai .,...iii; en!) man in hi , ,ni d 70' s.

'------1\ i,reek lady (sited three ethnie poi i 1 !cal issues:
..

e .,r,,,,. ,in(I NAN) rp la I on a 1-;r0.,,cp an d I IA. ( :oil /no n markt! t and

hP p mu s conflict wi th Tar key . The U.5. posi t ion on

and .".;re ere was c ed by sever al Car ek respondent s

lone r I-an aid I o 1 ti r s an

1,,t; K,,mu.dy ' 3 ()atm, wis 1 1 miked t a t he yprus i sae and

issue, one man noted, and

,.ipport for the (;reek position. Anothet group roncerned

t U.S. Sov ie t re I ;II titi i and re Int ed i s sue s was t he

11..ri lin! an group A yeorg pro f es.; unit sa Prs !dent

Cal ter's human right stands weie an issue. "1 don't think

t Itepobli can or Deillu ( rat i;41 r t y gpve much syinpat by

t
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. ethnics as the), did 1,, 19/Z with Nixon," said oho Ukrainian

man. Another man in.bis 4iid 30s said the, major.ethnic

political issue for his group was "human rights in the

Soviet Union for Ukrainians." Among the Slovene and

lt,a4-ians iampjes, few people cited any ethnic political

issues, Severjl Czech respondents cited Poland, Eastern

European relations and Afghanistan as political issues. One'

ethnic respondent cited busing as an .ethnic question.

An Irish woman said she doubted if the "nort-herp Ireland

guestion":and trjatment 'of Irish prAanners was a serious

factor Ln the election, but three other Irish respondents.

cited the issue. A professional. Irish mon,said "I was for

Reagan and Bush /because they're Irish and they're my type of

people." One woman said lome people amy have opposed Sen.

Ted Kennedy in his race for the presidency becausó, he is

Irish.
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APPENDIX A

ADDITIONAL TAiLES

TA3LE I

C1),PARISON OF PANEL A ENURE 1976 SANPLF ON AGE

Entire 1976
Age Category in 1976 Sample' Panel Only

18 - 19 26 ( 3.5%) 7 ( 2%)

20 - 24 43 ( 5.8%) 13 ( 3%)

25 - 34 105 (14.2%) 45 (11%)

35 - 44 92 (12.5fl 45 ,(11%)

45 - 54 154 (20.9 87 (22`Y.)

55 - 6\4 186 (26.6 ) 120 (32%)

65 - 74 94 (12.7 ) 50 (13%)

75 and older 27 ( 3.7 ) 12 ( T%)

. . total: 737 (100% 379 (100%)

ivI\4 i,.sing information: 31 13

Average Age 51.6 48.9.

TABLE 2

illvt-DAIISIDN OF PANEL & ENTIRE 1976 swp's ON EDUCATION

:_ducation in 1976
_

'Entire
,Sample

1976
Panel Only

Elementary school
3 years or less) 73 ( 9.8%) 26 ( 7%)

Sothe high school 76 (10.2%) 36 ( 9%)

High school graduate / 163 (21.8%) 77 (20%)

Some college , 237 31.7%) 127 (32%)

College graduate 10$ (13.8%) 57 (14%)

Advanee(! degree 95 (12.7%) 60 (15%)

Total: 747 ;100%) 383 (100%)

Mis.sioq information 21 9



rAut.E 5

CI.WPAR! i'.)N OE PANCI AND ENT IRL. 1976 SANPLE ON I Nt_i_Ivt

Income in 1976

_
Ent i re 1976
Sample Panel (Jnly

$5,000 or less 77 ' (10 .4%) 26 ( 7%) '
$5,00t-$7,500 43, ( 6.9%) 22 ( 6%)

$7,50! -$10,000 77 (1.1 .1%) 43 (12%)
$10 ,001 -$15 ,000 135 (19.5%) 64 (18%)
$15,001-$20,000 147 (2U.2%) 7i) (22%)
$20,0(i1425,000 92 13.3%) 55 ( 15%)
$25,001 or mre 117 k 17 AM) 71 (20%)

Total - 694 (100%) 558 (100%)
Missing ilformatinn 74 .34

. . _ .. . . . _ ..

TAi-31.t 4

I `i.")tsi JF PANE! AND EN T IRE 1976 SANPLE ON (..V.UPATION

')ccuoat ion in 1976

P ra ft!s4Iona I , technica I and
km ndred workers

:vtinagers and admini 3t ra to rs
'.ia 1 es workers
Clerical and kindred workers
;:rmif I sow a , foremen and

kindred workers
Operativem-t. including

t ran spo r t
1 aborers , except farm
Service and private household

workers
')thers
Re t m red
lin vamp I o y el
Student and job training
Homemake r s
Wising inforinat ion

Total:

..... _ _

Ent re 1976
Sample sane I Only

152 (19.8%) 86. ( 22%)
96 ( 12. 5`%) 54 (14%)
37 ( 4.8%) 24 ( 6%)

73 ( 9.5%) 40 .; 10%)

41 ( 5.3%) 19

29 ( 3.8%) 13 ( 3%)

7 ( 1 . ()%) 3 ( 1%)

3(1 ( 3.99) 15 ( 4%)

94 12. 8) 56 ( 14%)
6 . .8%) 3 ( 1%)

65 ( 8.5%) 9 ( 2%)

1 (14
1 5. 57 ,( 15%)

30 3.9%) 13 k 3%)
768 f, 1110% ) 592 (100%)
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TAt3LE 5

CHANCES IN INCCIvE

Income...... .`-..`-',
$5,000 or less
$5,001 - $:7,500

$7,501 - $10,000
* $10,001- $15,000

$15,001- $20,000
$20,001- $25.000
$25,00l or more
$25,001- $30,000
$30,001 or more
Missing information

Total:

Percent reporting no
Percent earning more
Percent earning less
Missing information

Total:

1976 1980-81

26 ( 7%) 16 ( 4%)

22 ( 6%) 17 ( 4%)

43 (11%) 36 ( 9%)'

64 (16%) 54 (14%)
77 (20%) 50 (13%)
55 (14%) 52 (13%)
71 (18%)

47 (12%)
89 (23%)

34 ( 9%) 31 ( 8%)

392. (100%) 392 (100%)

lo

change in income 16%
586
11%
15%
392 (100%)



rABLE 6

CHANGES IN AUITUDES TOWARDS CABLE TV

Would subscribe to cable
TV if ethoic pro6rairming
wete available

Definitely would
subscribe

Probably would
Maybe ,

Probably would nu
subscribe

No
Get cable already
Missing information

Total

Would like ta see TV programs
from the "mother country"

Yes
No
Already get
Missing information.

Tot.al:

1976 1980-81

87 -(22%) 76 (19%)
107 (27%) 69 (18%)
90 (23%) 71 (18%)

58 (15%) 47 (12%)
34 ( 9%), 9,0 (23%)

21 '( A)
16 ( 4%) 18 ( 5%)

392 (poi) 392 (100%)
......

1976
,

t
/ 1980-81'

324 /
1 (83%) 278 (71%)

25 ' ( 6%) 68 (17%)
18 ( 5%)

43 (11%) 28 ( 7%)
392 ' (100%) 392 (100%)
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TABLE 7

CHANGES Ciro) IN GPEN-ENDED QUESTIdN1

Percentage citing "more"
\ of something Percentage Citing Change

ye active in ethtic organizations 9%

Ob:),erve more ethnic customs, traditions 4%

Speak the ethnic language more. often.
Increased travel to "mother country" 4%

Feel more ethnic, more interest in heritage 11%
t

4Aore etnnic awareness
More ethnic friends 2%

............... .....
Percentage citing "less"
of something Percentage Citing Change

Less active in ethnic organizations 4%

Observe fewer ethnic customs, traditions -

Speak ethnic language less often
Less interest in heritage, more Americanized 2%

Fewer ethnic friends 2%

1. Percentages are based on the entire sample of-392

respondents.



TABLE 8

ETHNIC NEWSPAPERS AND RADIO PROGRAMS CITED BY PANEL1

NEWSPAPEAS RADIO PROCIVIMS

Czech:
Novy Svet (weekly)
Sokol Tyrs News-

letter (monthly)
Karlin Hall Social Calendar
Americke Listy (weekly)

Zdenek ihd Evelyn Prazak,
WERE-AM,8-8:30 a.m.,
Sundays

Vaclav.Hyvnar, Jos, Kocab,
WZAK-FM,8-9:30 p.m.,
& Joseph Hezoucky,
9:30-10 p.m. Thurs.

Greek:
The Voice
Ahepa Journal
Orthodox Observer
Greek newspaper from Chicago
The Illuminator (Greek Orthodox

Diocese,Pittsburgh,monthly)
Hellenic Chronicle (weekly)
Proini, Ta Nea
Greek magazine from New York
Ethnikos Kerix (The National
Herald; daily New York paper)

Greek accounting magazine
(from New York)

Newspapers from Greece

Irish:
The Ohio Irish Bulletin

(monthly)
Ireland of The Welcomes
Irish Cultural (monthly)
East Side'Irish newsletter

(The Schanachie;E.S.I.A.
Club) .

West Side Irish Bulletin
Irish Echo (New York paper)

Hibernia
Lcinster Express
Irish Heritage (13407 Herald
Ave.,Cleveland)

Irish Advocate (New York)
The Irish Reople
Ireland Today
Cultural' institute puh.

......

Xen & Lula Zapis, WZAK-FM,
6-7:30 p.m. Sundays.

NBN(106FM/SCA),12-1 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.

Henry McBride, WBKC-AM,
11 a.m.-1 p.m. daily

Michael Comer, WZAK-FM, 3-
4 p.m. Sundayslor 10-12
IT4 Mon.& Tues.; and NBN
(106FM/SCA), 10-11 a.m.
Mon.-Fri.

(Continued)
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TABLE 8
(Continued)

Lebanese:
The Heritage (weekly)
Alnahr
Lebanese-American Joulnal

(weekly)
Lebanese News (in English,
monthly)

an English-language Lebanese
journal.

(none listed,cited)

Italian:
I-AM (Paolucci,Minneapolis)
Attenzione-USA(monthly,Eng.)
Alma Nova (monthly;local may,

of Italian Sons ex Daughters
of America-ISDA)

Unione(weekly IS)A mag)
Progressive
ISDA pub. frem Pittsburgh
Italian community of Clev.

Carl Finocchi,
1100 p.m. Fridays.

Sil Frate,Mike Santoli,
WELW-AM,1-1:30 p.m.Sun.

Joe Giuliano,WZAK-FM,8:30-
diff.endLngs Mon.-Fri.

Vince Cardarelli,WZAK,7:30'
-9 p.m. Sundays.

Emanuele Diligente,WZAK,
9-10 p.m. Sundays.

Dr. John PupillO,NBN(106FM
/SCA)9-10p.m.,Tues.,
Thur.,Fri.;12-3 p.m.
Sat., Sun.

Uncle Frank, Astabula pro-
gram, Sunday mornings.

Romanian:
American R6manian Review Rev. Danila Pascu,WZZP-FM,
America (monthly,Union League) 9:30-10 a.m..Sundays.
Solia (Herald; church paper)
MICRO magazine
Tribuna Romaniei
Romanian Word
Vatra (church monthly)
Romanian
publication fmm Bucharest

(once a month)



TABLE 8
(Continued)

'NEWSPAPERS
--------
Slovene:

Ameriska Domovina (daily)
Rodna Crude
Nas Glas (Our Voice)
Nova Doba
Zarja (monthly)
Prosveta (Chicago lodge pub)
Amerikanski Slovenec
Ave Maria
Nasaluc (Our Light)
Druzina. (Ljubljana)
Katoliski Glas (Catholic

Voice)
Misli (Aus.tralian)
fraternal papers, KKJA.ANLA
pubs. from Yugoslavia.

RADIO PRCGRANIS

C. Dolgan,WZAK-FM,
7:30-8 p.m. Saturdays.

Ed and Dennis Bucar., WELW-
. AM,10-12 noon, Sun-

days.,

Tony's Polka Village, Tony
Petkovsek,WZAK,Mon..-Fri

WCSB,Slovenian Hour,6-7 pm

Paul Wilcox, Nbn,-Fri.,
10:30-12 m.,WZAK.

Hungarian:
Szabadsag (weekly) Mrs.- Henry McBride,W9KC:AA
Afferikai Magyar Vilag (weekly) 10-11 a.m.-Sundays.
Magyar Ujsag (weekly) Crnie Hudak,WELW-AA,12-1
New Hungarian Voice .p.m. Sundays.
Magyar Hirek (Hungarian News Andy Dono, WELW-AM, 1:30-

from Budapest)' 2 p.m., Sundays.
Afferikai Magyar Elet (Nkly) Kalman Novak, WZAK-FM,8-
Canadian Hungarian News 8:30 p.m. Saturdays,.
Nemzetor (from MuniCh) Kathy Kapossy, WZAK, 8:30--
Hungarian Digest (quarterly) 9 p.m. Saturdays.
Canadian Life (weekly) Lofsa, 93 on FM dial, 7:30
Canadian Magyar Vilag p.m.Saturdays.
Catholic Hungarian Sunday WZAK-FM, 7:30- 8 p.m. Mon-
Chicago Hungarian-American days-Fridays.
Katolikus Magyarok Vasarnapja

(weekly)
Insight (Hungarian Scout
quarterly)

ITT-UfT

(Continueu)
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rAaLE 8
(Continued)

NEWSPAPERS RADIO PRCCHAN$

Ukrainian:
Shlakh(The Way, Ukrainian Steve Zorij, WZAK-Pvl,
Catholic Diocese wkly pub.) 7-8 a.m. Sunday.

Christian Voice (weekly)
The Way to Victory (weekty)
Svoboda (daily)
Ameryka (daily)
Ukrainian Youth (quarterly)
Nashe Zyttia (Our Lifp,
monthly women's mag.)

UkrainianDrthodox Word .

The Canadian Voice (weekLy)
Canadian Visnyk (weekly)
Ukrainian Weekly (from Phila-

delpfria)
Ukrainian News organization
magazine (monthly, Toronto)

Hotujs (children's magazine
of Ukraine Plost)

Our Voice (monthly)
Lys Wkyta (monthly humor

magazine from Detroi
Nova Zorya (New Star; wkly)
Za Patriarchat cMohrh-ly)
News from Romd (twice a month)
Ukrainskyi
Yunak (Uk. Scout mag.,monthly)
Canadian Her,ald (Uk. church,

twice a *month)

Lithuanian:
Dirva (weekly) WZZP-FM, 8-, a.m.Sundays.
Musu Zinios
Naujoji Viltis (monthly)
Ateitis (The Future)
Draugas (weekly, Chicago)
Lituanus (English language

quarterly)
Darbininkas (Worker)
Aidai (Echoes)
Tevyne (monthly; Lithuanian

Alliance of America.)
Lithuanian Engineering journal
Lithuanian Women Monthly
Skautu Aidas (a Scouts magazine)
Medicina (Medical World

Lit., Cleveland)
a children's magazine
Yetulas

Seout Trida

'(Continued)
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TABLE
(Continued)

NEWSPAPERS RADIO PROGR1M5

Polish:
Kuryer (The Polish CoUrier)
Zwiazkowiec (The

Alliancer)
Polish-American Journal

(from Scran.ton, Pa.)
Perspectives (monthly, Wash-

ington, D.C.)
Poland (four times a year)
Zgoda (Unity, Eng. & Polish,

semi-month1(y)
Jednos.c Polek (Unity of

Polksh-Women)
Panorama Polska
Polph Technical Review
Popish Sports magazine
SFiko Polski (Polish Falcon)
(.3Wiazda Polarna (Polish Star,

/ Wisconsin weekly)
//American-Polish Eagle

PoJish Roman Catholic Union
Kosc\ruszko Forwn
'Jednosc Polek (Unity of the

Polish Wmnen)
publications of other frater-

nal groups

Eugenia and Jerr Stola'r-

czyk, WERE-AMI:\ :30-
10 a.m. Sundays;
WCSB-FM, 11-12 no
Saturdays,Sundays.

Zebrowski Family, MAK,
10 a.m. Saturdays,
Sundays.

Joe and Doloris Szulecki-,
NBN(106FM/SCA),3-5 p.m.
daily.

Polish-American Sweet-
hearts,Frank Swita,WZAK

Father Kencik.

Note:*The spelling of some publications cited by respondents

could not be confirmed independently. The times of some

radio programs also.changed during the actual survey period.

The publications of etlinic groups not surveyed include

several with papers and magazines originating in the

Cleveland area, including: Slovak, Ave Maria, monthly;

German, Waechter und Anzeiger and Saxon News Volksblatt;

Croatian, American Croatian Academie Bulletin and the

Croatian Press; Jewish, Cleveland Jewish Newsand Rythm of

Cleveland-New Russian, in R6ssian language for Jewish

immigrants; Indian, The Lotus; and Hi,spanic, Latino

Magazine:. La Revista de HisPano
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